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Notice to Readers
This Audit Risk Alert, prepared by the AICPA staff, is intended
to provide auditors of insurance company financial statements
with an overview of recent economic, industry, regulatory and
professional developments that may affect the engagements and
audits they perform.
This publication is an Other Auditing Publication as defined in
AU section 150, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1). Other Auditing Publications have
no authoritative status; however, they may help the auditor un-
derstand and apply SASs.
If an auditor applies the auditing guidance included in an Other
Auditing Publication, he or she should be satisfied that, in his or
her judgment, it is both appropriate and relevant to the circum-
stances of his or her audit. The auditing guidance in this docu-
ment has been reviewed by the AICPA Audit and Attest
Standards staff and published by the AICPA, and is presumed to
be appropriate. This document has not been approved, disap-
proved, or otherwise acted on by a senior technical committee of
the AICPA.
Julie Gould, CPA
Technical Manager
Accounting and Auditing Publications
Copyright © 2006 by
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Inc.
New York, NY 10036-8775
All rights reserved. For information about the procedure for requesting permission
to make copies of any part of this work, please visit www.copyright.com or call
(978) 750-8400.
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1Insurance Industry Developments—2005/06 1
How This Alert Helps You
This Audit Risk Alert helps you plan and perform your insurance
audits. The knowledge delivered by this Alert assists you in
achieving a more robust understanding of the business environ-
ment in which your clients operate. This Alert is an important
tool in helping you identify the significant risks that may result in
the material misstatement of your client’s financial statements.
Moreover, this Alert delivers information about emerging prac-
tice issues, and information about current accounting, auditing,
and regulatory developments.
If you understand what is happening in the insurance industry
and you can interpret and add value to that information, you will
be able to offer valuable service and advice to your clients. This
Alert assists you in making considerable strides in gaining that in-
dustry knowledge and understanding it.
Industry and Economic Developments
Economic expansion in 2005 started off slowly in the first quar-
ter, with the U.S. annualized growth rate holding constant at 3.8
percent from the fourth quarter of 2004. Real gross domestic
product (GDP) only increased 3.3 percent in the second quarter,
according to the Bureau of Economic Analysis. (The pace of ex-
1. This Alert includes auditing information from both the AICPA and Public Com-
pany Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) auditing standards. In referring to
AICPA professional standards, this Alert cites the applicable sections of AICPA Pro-
fessional Standards. In referring to PCAOB standards, this Alert cites the applicable
sections of PCAOB Standards and Related Rules. In those cases in which the auditing
standards of the AICPA and those of the PCAOB are the same, this Alert cites the
applicable section of the AICPA Professional Standards publication only. Addition-
ally, when referring to the professional standards, this Alert cites the applicable sec-
tions of the codification and not the numbered statements, as appropriate. For
example, Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 54 is referred to as AU section
317 of the AICPA Professional Standards.
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pansion slowed in the early spring, but activity picked up by the
end of the second quarter.)
Before Hurricane Katrina, the yield curve had started to flatten
and inflation came into view, with the rising price of oil, gas, and
commodities being passed on to consumers. In an effort to slow
inflation, the Federal Reserve Board (FRB) increased rates 25
basis points eight times in 2005 to raise the federal fund discount
rate to 4.25 percent. The auditor needs to consider the rising rate
impact on an institution’s profitability, liquidity, and investment
portfolio value. Management needs to have adequate asset liabil-
ity management procedures in place to understand and manage
its interest-rate risk and liquidity risk in this rising interest rate
environment.
September 2005 news reports estimated private insurer costs related
to Hurricane Katrina (Katrina) could reach $40 to $60 billion or
more.2 (This has now been magnified by Hurricanes Rita and
Wilma.) In contrast, as reported by the Insurance Services Office,
losses from the major hurricanes in 2004 were approximately
only one third of this amount, or $21 billion. First-time jobless
claims rose 71,000 to 398,000 in the week ended September 10,
which is the highest level in two years. The Labor department es-
timated Katrina accounted for 68,000 claims. Manufacturing
softened, with energy prices affecting the bottom line.
Katrina’s effects will ripple throughout the economy; expected
GDP expansion has been reduced by 0.7 percent and 0.4 percent
for the third and fourth quarters, respectively. Inflation may con-
tinue to rise, as this hurricane was different from others in that it
directly disrupted pipelines, oil refineries, trade, and agriculture.
The cost of borrowing and the return on investment will squeeze
margins if Katrina flattens the yield curve further. The FRB
raised interest rates, despite the hurricane. However, not all econ-
omists viewed the decision as constructive. For specific year-end
audit risks related to the hurricane, see the sections “Property and
2
2. Total damages are expected to exceed $200 billion, with the federal government ex-
pected to spend over $100 billion for response and recovery efforts associated with
Katrina in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, and other affected areas
(www.uscongress.com).
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3Casualty Spotlight—Hurricanes Katrina and Rita” and “Regula-
tory Risk—Property and Casualty Assessment Facts and Circum-
stances.” For additional interest rate risk discussion, see the
section herein entitled “Life and Health Sector.”
Property and Casualty Sector
The U.S. property and casualty insurance industry reported its
best performance in decades in the first half of 2005. The indus-
try combined ratio was 92.7 percent and the return on surplus
was 15.3 percent according to the Insurance Information Insti-
tute. However, third-quarter catastrophe losses of an estimated
$40 to $60 billion from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita offset much
of the previous gains. In addition to property lines, insurers writ-
ing trade credit and bond guarantee coverages may have incurred
losses due to Katrina. Some companies are also subject to assess-
ments related to fund losses levied by high-risk pools in Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana.
Commercial
Survey data released by The Council of Insurance Agents and
Brokers depicts that, prior to the hurricane losses, commercial
property and casualty premium rates were softening in response
to increased competition. Decreases in deductibles as well as un-
derwriting flexibility surrounding current terms and conditions
indicated an appetite for increased market share. However, subse-
quent to the hurricanes, rates are expected to level off or increase
for property lines, particularly in hurricane-exposed areas of the
southeast and Gulf Coast. Areas affected by slight premium in-
creases include surety bonds, directors’ and officers’ insurance,
broker errors and omissions, construction and medical malprac-
tice lines, as well as worker’s compensation, with the exception of
California, where 2004 legislative reforms have caused significant
decreases in worker’s compensation premiums.
Personal Lines
The Insurance Information Institute reports that small decreases in
claim cost and frequency have resulted in continuing moderation
of homeowner insurance premium cost in 2005. (This is partially
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due to the fact that some companies have limited new business or
even reduced policy count with exposure to Florida windstorms.)
In automobile lines, safer cars, a reduced number of accidents,
new technology to recover stolen autos, as well as fraud-fighting
efforts, have all kept auto insurance rate increases moderate.
These positive factors have been offset by rising costs for medical
care, vehicle repairs, and higher jury awards.
Response to Catastrophe
Many companies suffered significant catastrophe losses in 2005.
For more specific information see the next section “Property and
Casualty Spotlight—Hurricanes Katrina and Rita.” Affected
companies have had solvency ratings considered for downgrade.
To counteract, companies replaced lost capital by issuing debt or
equity securities. Having protected their rating and capacity,
companies are anticipating more profitable opportunities from
increased rates upon renewal of affected property coverages. In
addition, property catastrophe risk exposure is becoming increas-
ingly popular with hedge funds as an alternative for portfolios di-
versification to enhance returns. Some hedge funds are even
establishing their own reinsurance companies.
Property and Casualty Spotlight—Hurricanes Katrina and Rita
Hurricane Katrina made landfall in Florida on August 25, 2005,
and again in the states of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama on
August 29, 2005. Densely populated areas of Louisiana and Mis-
sissippi were evacuated in anticipation of the storm. There was
unprecedented damage from storm surges and wind (the federal
government underwrites flood insurance, but insurers are bracing
for losses from other claims, such as wind damage). The New Or-
leans’ levies were breached, resulting in widespread flooding
throughout the region. Additionally, the unprecedented 30-foot
storm surge caused significant flood damage in other parts of
Louisiana, as well as in Mississippi and Alabama. Shortly after in-
surers had begun to assess the impact of Katrina, Rita followed a
similar path but, luckily, with less severe destruction.3 According
4
3. Hurricane Wilma rounded out the U.S. season with its impact on Florida.
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5to Insurance Service Office Inc. (ISO),4 “the preliminary estimate
of damages to homes and businesses in six states would make Ka-
trina the most costly U.S. natural disaster ever, surpassing the
inflation-adjusted $20.8 billion in losses from Hurricane Andrew
in 1992.”
On October 4, 2005, the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) announced new regulatory relief designed to help ensure
that insurers have the capital and liquidity to pay Katrina and
Rita victims. The Division of Corporation Finance has taken
steps to enable insurers for victims of Katrina and Rita to take ad-
vantage of short-form registration statements on Form S-3, and
to speed the processing of new registration statements. The Divi-
sion of Corporation Finance has been instructed to continue
these administrative steps through December 1, 2005. Practition-
ers who work with or at insurance and reinsurance companies
will have to address a number of accounting and disclosure, and
auditing considerations, that will arise as the financial conse-
quences of these events are recognized in financial statements.
Audit Risk Area—Claims Expense and Loss Reserves
Claim and claim expense payments. In most cases, claim and
claim expense payments originate with evidence of loss that may
include signed proofs of loss, releases, medical bills, repair bills, or
invoices for fees of independent adjusters. When these docu-
ments are received, they are reviewed and analyzed before pay-
ment is authorized.
Liabilities for the cost of unpaid claims, including estimates of the
cost of claims incurred but not reported, are accrued when in-
sured events occur. Under generally accepted accounting princi-
ples (GAAP), the liability for unpaid claims is based on the
estimated ultimate cost of settling the claims (that is, the total
payments expected to be made) and should include the effects of
inflation, and other social and economic factors.
Given the unique nature of the events surrounding these storms
and the difficulties of gaining access to the affected areas in order
4. From the October 4, 2005, Associated Press online article, Survey: $34.4B in Claims
From Katrina.
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to perform claim-adjusting procedures, information used to in-
form the estimation process surrounding claims and loss reserves
may not be available in a timely fashion. Under GAAP, consider-
ation should be given to the guidance in Financial Accounting
Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. 5, Accounting for Contin-
gencies; FASB Interpretation No. 14, Reasonable Estimation of the
Amount of a Loss—an Interpretation of FASB Statement No. 5;
Statement of Position (SOP) No. 94-6, Disclosure of Certain Sig-
nificant Risks and Uncertainties; and SEC Staff Accounting Bul-
letin (SAB) No. 87, Contingency Disclosures on Property/Casualty
Insurance Reserves for Unpaid Claim Costs, which governs ac-
counting and reporting if property liability loss reserves qualify as
loss contingencies. Additional guidance can be found in SAB No.
92, Accounting and Disclosures Relating to Loss Contingencies; and
Financial Reporting Release No. 20, Rules and Guide for Disclo-
sures Concerning Reserves for Unpaid Claims and Claim Adjustment
Expenses of Property-Casualty Underwriters.
Under Statutory Accounting Principles (SAP), Statement of
Statutory Accounting Principles (SSAP) No. 55, Unpaid Claims,
Losses and Loss Adjustment Expenses, provides that the liability for
unpaid losses and loss adjustment expenses shall be based upon
the estimated cost of settling the claims (including the effects of
inflation and other societal and economic factors), using past ex-
perience adjusted for current trends, and any other factors that
would modify past experience. SSAP No. 62, Property and Casu-
alty Reinsurance; and SSAP No. 65, Property and Casualty Con-
tracts, provide guidance on reinsurance accounting and
accounting for contracts having certain features, such as claims
made policies and high deductible policies, respectively.
Auditing Considerations. Due to the increased number and
complexity of transactions surrounding claims and claim ex-
penses, inherent risk surrounding the recording and payout of
claims can increase. The auditor needs to evaluate the client’s re-
sponse and adherence to criteria and related internal controls sur-
rounding expenses.
The identification of changes surrounding valuation variables
and consideration of their effect on losses are critical audit steps.
6
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7The evaluation of these factors requires the involvement of spe-
cialists as well as input from various operating departments
within the company such as marketing, underwriting, actuarial,
reinsurance, and legal. To recognize and measure loss estimates,
an inherent assumption in loss reserve projections is that histori-
cal loss patterns can be used to predict future patterns with rea-
sonable accuracy. Because both hurricane frequency and strength
have increased over the past two seasons; variables surrounding
past and future loss patterns and the effect of changes in such
variables on the results of loss projections need to be carefully
considered in the ever-changing storm environment. Since assess-
esments made for current-year activity are often based upon
analysis of prior year activity, accurate information may not be
available until after the audit. Losses may not be clearly visible
during the current 2005 audit; material changes in estimates of
the liability for claims and claims adjustment expense for insur-
ance companies could occur in the future.
AU section 342, Auditing Accounting Estimates (AICPA, Profes-
sional Standards, vol. 1), states that the auditor should obtain an
understanding of how management developed the accounting es-
timates included in the financial statements. Claims expense and
loss reserve estimates are significant variables on the financial
statements of an insurance entity. Accordingly, regardless of the
approach used to audit expenses and estimates, the auditor
should gain an understanding of how management developed es-
timates. Additionally, Chapter 4 and Appendix A of the AICPA
Audit and Accounting Guide Property and Liability Insurance
Companies, which incorporates SOP 92-4, Auditing Insurance En-
tities’ Loss Reserves, is an additional source of guidance. Moreover,
Interpretation No. 2 to AU section 312, Audit Risk and Material-
ity in Conducting an Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1,
AU sec. 9312.05; AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules,
AU sec. 9312.05), clarifies guidance for evaluating differences in
estimates.
The auditor can also refer to AU section 336, Using the Work of a
Specialist (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), as well as noting
current practitioner prohibitions and restrictions that exist re-
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lated to the performance of nonaudit services for audit clients, in-
cluding certain actuarial services. Practitioners should be aware of
and comply with these prohibitions and restrictions, including
the AICPA independence rules, SEC independence rules,
PCAOB independence rules, as well as rules passed by the U.S.
Government Accountability Office (GAO; formerly U.S. Gen-
eral Accounting Office), state licensing boards, and others.
Audit Risk Area—Reinsurance Recoverables
FASB Statement No. 113, Accounting and Reporting for Reinsur-
ance of Short-Duration and Long-Duration Contracts, provides
guidance on the recording and reporting of recoveries of losses
that are reinsured. Consideration should be given to the terms of
the reinsurance agreements and the creditworthiness of the rein-
surer. Significant payment terms may be material to liquidity.
Audit Risk Area—Litigation and Asserted Claims
Frequently, in complex catastrophes, litigation arises among poli-
cyholders, regulators, insurers, and reinsurers. This can be related
to issues such as how deductibles apply, whether coverage is pro-
vided under the policy, or other complex issues.
Accounting and Auditing Considerations. Accounting for litiga-
tion loss contingencies is set forth by FASB Statement No. 5,
which requires different accounting practice in regards to proba-
ble, reasonably possible, or remote contingencies. Additional
guidance found in FASB Interpretation No. 14 should be fol-
lowed. Fitch Ratings has stated that potential liability and dispute
risk over deductibles is high. Additionally, lack of evidential mat-
ter surrounding deductibles and other claims, as well as the issue
of who has coverage responsibility, may complicate litigation
disputes. For example, most homeowners’ policies cover wind
damage but exclude coverage for flood regardless of cause. Dis-
agreements surrounding flood versus wind damage may occur.
AU section 337, Inquiry of a Client’s Lawyer Concerning Litigation,
Claims, and Assessments (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1),
states that an auditor ordinarily does not possess legal skills and,
therefore, cannot make legal judgments concerning information
8
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9coming to his attention. Accordingly, the auditor should request
the client’s management to send a letter of inquiry to those
lawyers with whom management consulted concerning litigation,
claims, and assessments. The auditor may consider using AU sec-
tion 336, Using the Work of a Specialist, which provides guidance
to the auditor who uses the work of a specialist in performing an
audit of financial statements.
Audit Risk Area—Deferrals
Premiums. Some companies allowed premium payments to be
deferred, keeping policies in place and allowing policies to renew
despite nonpayment of billings. The Louisiana Department of
Insurance put into place Emergency Rule 15, requiring that in-
surers keep coverage in force for a 30-day period. For some poli-
cies, the deferred amounts may never be collected and it may be
necessary to establish a valuation allowance. Consideration
should be given to the revenue recognition guidance in FASB
Statement No. 60, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enter-
prises, paragraph 14.
Deferred policy acquisition costs. Consideration should be given to
the accounting for acquisition costs related to deferred premiums
and any related valuation allowances and other costs a company
may incur to assist agents who were located in the affected areas.
Audit Risk Area—Changes in Investment Portfolio
Other Than Temporary Impairments. Declines in the value of
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities that are expected to be
other than temporary (OTT) should be recognized in accordance
with FASB Statement No. 115, Accounting for Certain Investments
in Debt and Equity Securities; SEC SAB No. 59, Accounting for
Noncurrent Marketable Equity Securities (Topic 5M); and FASB
Staff Position (FSP) 115/124-1, The Meaning of Other-Than-
Temporary Impairment and Its Application to Certain Investments.
An enterprise should consider whether it has the intent and abil-
ity to hold investments with unrealized losses to recovery in addi-
tion to considering the effects of credit deterioration on the part
of issuers of the securities.
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Sales of Held to Maturity Securities. There has been an increase
in the demand for cash by some insurance companies. The last
two sentences of paragraph 8 of FASB Statement No. 115, ad-
dresses other unusual circumstances that cannot be reasonably
anticipated where the sale of held-to-maturity securities would
not necessarily call into question an entity’s intent to hold other
debt securities to maturity. At its September 15, 2005 meeting,
the FASB Emerging Issues Task Force (EITF) stated that selling
held-to-maturity securities as a result of Katrina may meet the ex-
ception criteria, depending on the entity’s circumstances.
Audit Risk Area—Residual Markets
Companies need to understand and account for any liabilities
arising from any residual market mechanisms. Particular consid-
eration should be given to the Citizens Property Insurance Cor-
poration, Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund, the Louisiana
Citizens Property Insurance Corp, the Mississippi Windstorm
Underwriting Association, the Mississippi Residential Under-
writing Association, the Texas Windstorm Insurance Association,
and the Alabama Insurance Underwriting Association. The
recognition of assessments of recoupable amounts can be differ-
ent between statutory and GAAP. For additional information, see
the section “Regulatory Risk—Property and Casualty Assessment
Facts and Circumstances” in the “Industry and Economic Devel-
opments” section of this Alert.
Audit Risk Area—Municipal Bond Payouts
Business Week reports that rating agencies and bond insurers have
identified over $15 billion of outstanding bonds along the Gulf
Coast that could be affected by Katrina’s damage to local
economies and infrastructure. As the money sources for both
general-obligation bonds (bonds backed by local taxes) and rev-
enue bonds (from individual sites) dry up when communities
shut down, the interruption of investor bond payments will cause
insurance companies to be liable for some claims. The recovery
status of the Gulf Coast will determine the severity of Katrina’s
effects on bond insurers. Payouts may affect client ratings, oblig-
ations, and other aspects of the audit.
10
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Audit Risk Area—Going-Concern Sensitivities
As a matter of course, insurance companies without geographic
diverse clientele are more sensitive to environmental effects (such
as hurricanes), which could lead to questions about an entity’s
going-concern assumption. Clients with a localized base in the
New Orleans and Gulf Coast areas need to be evaluated for sub-
stantial effects. It is also important to consider your client’s lines
of business; businesses, home, and automobile policies will be
largely affected. How diversified is your client?
Auditing Guidance. AU section 341, The Auditor’s Consideration
of an Entity’s Ability to Continue as a Going Concern (AICPA, Pro-
fessional Standards, vol. 1), requires auditors to evaluate, as part of
every audit, whether there is substantial doubt about the ability
of the entity to continue as a going concern for a reasonable pe-
riod of time, not to exceed one year beyond the financial state-
ment date. A significant consideration in the auditor’s evaluation
of an insurance enterprise’s ability to continue as a going concern
is whether the enterprise complies with regulatory risk-based cap-
ital requirements.
In Harm’s Way
Finally, for companies and their subsidiaries directly in the path
of the storms, the SEC issued an order to provide relief from the
usual requirements, including various compliance filing deadlines
and relief of auditor independence requirements as they relate to
auditors performing bookkeeping services for their clients as long
as management decision-making is excluded. In addition to con-
gressional relief funds, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) is also
offering taxpayer and business assistance.
The AICPA has issued the following Technical Practice Aids (TPAs):
• TPA section 5400.05, “Accounting and Disclosures Guid-
ance for Losses From Natural Disasters—Nongovernmen-
tal Entities,” which identifies certain issues that may arise
in accounting for losses from natural disasters and lists rel-
evant accounting literature to consider in addressing those
financial reporting issues
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• TPA section 9070.05, “Consideration of Impact of Losses
From Natural Disasters Occurring After Completion of
Audit Field Work and Signing of the Auditor’s Report But
Before Issuance of the Auditor’s Report and Related Finan-
cial Statements”
• TPA section 8345.01, “Audit Considerations When Client
Evidence and Corroborating Evidence in Support of the
Financial Statements Has Been Destroyed by Fire, Flood,
or Natural Disaster”
• TPA section 8345.02, “Considerations When Audit Doc-
umentation Has Been Destroyed by Fire, Flood, or Nat-
ural Disaster”
Note that the FASB has stated that losses for (hurricane) business
interruption and infrastructure destruction will probably not be
able to be classified as extraordinary.
Regulatory Risk—General Governmental
Many industry executives believe, notwithstanding the catastro-
phe losses incurred by property casualty insurers, that regulatory
risk is the biggest challenge faced by companies during 2005.
Whenever new laws are passed, there is risk of noncompliance due
to error (or irregularity). Practitioners need to keep abreast of the
developing legislation as changes can affect all of management’s as-
sertions. Investigations of industry practices by the SEC, the U.S.
Justice Department, the New York Attorney General, and others
have focused on industry broker compensation practices and, by
certain companies, bid-rigging schemes, improper accounting for
finite reinsurance transactions, and improper reporting of premi-
ums to avoid assessments. For further information, see the subsec-
tion entitled “Reinsurance” in the “Accounting and Auditing”
section of this alert.
The use of credit-scoring for ratings is still opposed by regulators
in certain jurisdictions. Debate continues over regulatory mod-
ernization, rate regulation, and a greater role for federal regula-
tion. Additionally, Congress may consider another proposal to
12
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establish a trust fund to resolve asbestos injury liabilities with the
Fairness in Asbestos Injury Resolution (FAIR) Act currently be-
fore the Senate. The Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA) passed
by Congress in 2002 after the 9/11 terrorist attacks expires at the
end of 2005. Whether or not this legislation will be extended,
possibly with increased retentions and coinsurance, is uncertain.
If TRIA is not renewed, carriers may have a significant increase
in retained catastrophe loss exposure from terrorist acts, especially
with respect to worker’s compensation covers for which the expo-
sure cannot be excluded.
A significant amount of insurers’ investment portfolios is invested
in fixed-income investments. Accordingly, insurers are exposed to
the potential for a decline in portfolio market value should long-
term interest rates rise, leading to unrealized losses and poten-
tially to surplus declines. With the FRB increasing the federal
funds throughout 2005 and energy price increases contributing
to inflation worries, many institutional investors, including in-
surers, believe that long-term rates may be headed higher.
Regulatory Risk—Property and Casualty Assessment Facts 
and Circumstances
Elevated hurricane activity over the prior two seasons has in-
creased assessments levied by state-sponsored residual market in-
surers, high-risk insurance pools, catastrophe funds, and similar
structures (structures). Many states have structures that provide
coverage (including reinsurance) in high-risk areas or for high-
risk insureds. Certain of these structures operate as insurance
and/or reinsurance companies and have the ability to assess insur-
ers5 operating in their respective state in the event that the struc-
ture’s fund has insufficient amounts to pay claims.
The auditor needs to gain an understanding of all structures that
could materially affect the client. To gain an understanding, an
auditor can either directly contact the individual structure or the
auditor may be able to access structure Web sites to obtain the
necessary regulatory information about the plan’s operations to
5. Insurers can directly surcharge their customers to recoup any surcharges made
against them by the structures. Specific accounting is discussed later in this section.
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assess the reasonableness of the assessments recorded in the finan-
cial statements. Some of the structures that have been in the news
this year include:
• Citizens Property Insurance Corporation of Florida (Florida
Citizens) http://www.citizensfla.com
• Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund (FHCF) http://www.
sbafla.com/fhcf/about.asp
• Texas Windstorm Insurance Association http://www.twia.org/
• Louisiana Citizens Property Insurance Corporation http://
www.lacitizens.com/
• The Mississippi Windstorm Underwriting Association
http://www.msplans.com/mwua/
• The Mississippi Residential Underwriting Association
http://www.msplans.com/MRPIUA/about_us.shtml
• Alabama Insurance Underwriting Association http://www.
alabamabeachpool.org/
Changing requirements issued by structures that affect how such
structures are organized and/or funded increase the risks associ-
ated with regulatory compliance, accounting practice, and audit-
ing considerations surrounding management’s assertions. A
crucial step towards obtaining audit assurance is to be cognizant
of potential pitfalls surrounding assessment facts and circum-
stances during the planning stages of the audit and thereafter.
Below are some questions to consider.
Has the client properly identified the type of assessment category
(or categories) levied by the regulatory structure? SOP 97-3,
Accounting by Insurance and Other Enterprises for Insurance-
Related Assessments, defines four guaranty-fund assessment
categories, namely, retrospective premium-based, prospective
premium-based, prefunded premium-based, or administrative.6
(Under SAP, SSAP No. 35, Guaranty Fund and Other Assessments,
does not distinguish between retrospective and prospective
14
6. For additional discussion, see SOP 97-3.
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premium-based assessments and instead treats all premium-based
assessments similarly to the retrospective premium-based assess-
ments described in SOP 97-3.) Structures levy assessments based
upon specific regulation. For example, Florida Citizens and
Louisiana Citizens Property Insurance Corporation both levy ret-
rospective premium-based assessments. Other structures may
levy different types of assessments. Problems in determining the
proper assessment type can affect whether an insurer has applied
the appropriate accounting and disclosure since the assessment
type affects the timing of recorded liabilities and related disclo-
sures. For example, if a structure is limited to annual assessment
caps with remainders recovered through future year’s assessments,
those future assessments may be either categorized as retrospec-
tive or prospective for GAAP reporting, depending on the spe-
cific structure and state regulations.
Has the client maintained compliance with current legislation?
Lack of compliance can skew management’s assertions. For exam-
ple, under SAP, Interpretation 03-01, Application of SSAP No. 35
to the Florida Hurricane Catastrophe Fund, which provided 2003
guidance specific to the FHCF, has not been updated for 2004
FHCF legislative changes, which now require insurers to act as
agents. Insurers now collect assessments from policyholders,
rather than being initially liable for the assessment and passing
this cost on through additional premiums as was previously the
case. Interpretation 03-01 is no longer authoritative for assess-
ments levied by the FHCF and is currently being revised by the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC). Lack
of familiarity with this new legislation could cause an overstate-
ment of liabilities as SSAP No. 35, paragraph 10 states that when
the reporting entity acts as an agent and (1) the assessment is re-
flected as a separately identifiable item on the billing to the poli-
cyholder and (2) remittance of the assessment by the reporting
entity to the state or federal agency is contingent upon collection
from the insured, the liability for fees and assessments rests with
the policyholder rather than with the reporting entity and the as-
sessment is not reported in the insurer’s statement of operations.
Your client’s only obligation may be to collect and subsequently
remit the fee or assessment.
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Has the client inappropriately applied analogous interpretation
of GAAP or SAP? In the aforementioned example, the interpreta-
tion passed was applicable only to the FHCF. The auditor needs
to ensure that any structure-specific guidance should not be ap-
plied by analogy to other structures, unless the guidance states
otherwise.
Has the assessment met all requirements for recognition? Man-
agement’s assertions of completeness and valuation (including re-
lated presentation and disclosure) are affected by difficulties
surrounding timing and estimation, respectively. Under GAAP,
the auditor should look to paragraph 10 of SOP 97-3 to ensure
that the following three criteria are met:
• Has an assessment been imposed or information of a probable
assessment levy occurred prior to the issuance of the financial
statements? (This includes the subsequent events period.)
• Did the event obligating an entity to pay an imposed or
probable assessment occur on or before the date of the fi-
nancial statements? Note that the term “event” may mean
more that one event per paragraph 36 of SOP 97-3. For
example, for natural catastrophe retrospective premium-
based assessments, the triggering events are both the occur-
rence of the catastrophe and the writing of the premium
that obligates the entity for the assessment liability.
• Is the amount of the assessment reasonably estimable?
Has the client accounted for SAP and GAAP timing recognition
differences that arise due to the type of assessment? Under SAP,
SSAP No. 35 rejects the guidance in SOP 97-3 and does not dis-
tinguish between retrospective and prospective premium-based
assessments; instead, all premium-based assessments are ac-
counted for similar to retrospective premium-based assessments
as described in SOP 97-3. Note that in certain instances, SAP
does parallel FASB Statement No. 5 accounting since paragraph
6 of SSAP No. 35 states that loss-based assessments are presumed
probable when the losses on which the assessments are expected
to be based, are incurred.
16
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Has the client estimated the liability based upon real-time evi-
dential matter? Increased hurricane activity has increased audit
risk surrounding unrecorded liabilities. Some clients may not
have accrued 2005 liabilities until mid-year as there may have
been questionable evidence if additional assessments would be
levied. As a result of the 2005 hurricanes, additional assessments
may occur for 2005 and 2006 as certain structures have reported
fund deficits during 2005. Your client should have considered
past and future events, based upon type of assessment and timing
variables.
Has management’s methodology for valuing assessment liabilities
been consistent from period to period? Current practice allows
(but does not require) the discounting of aggregate obligations if
the amount/timing of payments are “fixed or reliably deter-
minable.” Due to increased assessments over the past two years,
management’s consistency surrounding discounting choices
needs to be carefully evaluated, especially in the current environ-
ment of rising and/or stagnant interest rates. (In a decreasing in-
terest rate environment, risk surrounding the understatement of
liabilities is reduced, as it is more difficult to rationalize enhanced
discounting.) The auditor should also note if all necessary disclo-
sures relating to FASB Statement No. 5; FASB Interpretation No.
14; and SOP 94-6, Disclosure of Certain Significant Risks and Un-
certainties, are present.
Has the client properly managed delays in obtaining prior-year
estimates? In some cases, current-year assessments are based upon
prior-year data and delays may occur obtaining assessment valua-
tion information. Under GAAP, paragraph 3 of FASB Interpreta-
tion No. 14 states that when no estimate within a given range is
better than another, the liability should be the minimum amount
in the range. Under SAP, paragraph 10 of SSAP No. 5, Liabilities,
Contingencies and Impairments of Assets, states that when the rea-
sonable estimate of the loss is a range, the amount in the range
that is considered the best estimate shall be accrued. When, in
management’s opinion, no amount within management’s esti-
mate of the range is a better estimate than any other amounts,
however, the midpoint (mean) of management’s estimate in the
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range shall be accrued. If management determines that the high
end of the range cannot be quantified, then a range does not
exist, and management’s best estimate should be accrued.
Has the client accounted for assessments not officially levied by
applicable structures? Paragraph 16 of SOP 97-3 states that an
entity need not be formally notified of an assessment by a struc-
ture to make a reasonable estimate of its liability. Auditors need
to note if clients have included assessments in the reporting pe-
riod to avoid unrecorded liabilities. Under SAP, SSAP No. 35
provides that entities subject to assessments may have to make as-
sumptions about future events, such as when the fund making
the assessment will incur costs and pay claims to determine the
amounts and the timing of assessments.
Has the client waited for board of directors (or other authorita-
tive) approval to recognize assessments levied, or not yet levied, by
applicable structures? Authoritative approval is not the trigger
that determines loss as defined in FASB Statement No. 5, Ac-
counting for Contingencies. Contingent liabilities are recorded
when probable and reasonably estimable. Clients need to deter-
mine whether an assessment is probable and measurable and
then, consistent with the provisions of FASB Statement No. 5,
determine if recognition and/or disclosure is warranted. Simi-
larly, paragraph 4 of SSAP No. 35 requires that a liability should
be recognized when (1) information available prior to the is-
suance of the financial statements indicates that it is probable
that a liability has been incurred at the date of the financial state-
ments and (2) the amount of the liability can be reasonably esti-
mated.
Has the client accounted for SAP and GAAP timing differences
when recognizing and valuing potential future policyholder pre-
mium surcharges and premium tax offsets? For property and ca-
sualty companies, the majority of contracts are of short duration.
Under GAAP, paragraph 22 of SOP 97-2 states that assets are
recognized for recoveries of amounts based on current laws and
projections of future premium collection or policy surcharges
from in-force policies (with appropriate valuation allowances es-
tablished). This does not include expected renewals of short-
18
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duration contracts but does include assumptions as to persis-
tency rates for long-duration contracts. The combination of in-
force policy restriction applied to a short-duration contract
product line usually means that asset recognition is limited.
However, under SSAP No. 35, an asset may be recognized
(gross) for premium tax credits and for policyholder surcharges
that will be collected in the future to the extent the asset is prob-
able of realization (with appropriate valuation allowance being
recorded.)
Has the client recognized policyholder surcharges for amounts that
are, in substance, pass-through funds? As described above, policy
surcharges are recognized for in-force policies when appropriate.
However, some structures require the insurer to collect policy-
holder surcharges from insureds for state (and other structure) as-
sessments for future premiums and remit the surcharge to the state
or other regulatory body on behalf of the policyholder. In this
case, the insurer (your client) is not obligated for insurance pay-
ments related to these assessments. Paragraph 26 of SOP 97-3
clarifies that amounts for receivables and surcharges collected that
pass-through the insurance entity to the state or other regulatory
body should not be recorded as revenues and that amounts due or
paid are not expensed. Under SAP, SSAP No. 35 provides that
such surcharges shall not be reported in the insurer’s statement of
operations when both of the following conditions are met:
1. The assessment is reflected as a separately identifiable item
on the billing to the policyholder; and
2. Remittance of the assessment by the reporting entity to the
state or federal agency is contingent upon collection from
the insured.
Is the transaction related to an assessment or reinsurance? Certain
structures operate as both assessors and reinsurers. Under GAAP,
assessments should be accounted for under SOP 97-3, reinsur-
ance transactions and certain involuntary pools under FASB
Statement No. 113, Accounting and Reporting for Reinsurance of
Short-Duration and Long-Duration Contracts. Under SAP, assess-
ments should be accounted for under SSAP No. 35, Guaranty
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Fund and Other Assessments; and reinsurance transactions and cer-
tain involuntary pools under SSAP No. 62, Property and Casualty
Reinsurance, and SSAP No. 63, Underwriting Pools and Associa-
tions Including Intercompany Pools, respectively. Insurers ceding
business under reinsurance agreements would record ceded pre-
miums for premiums paid to the fund and ceded losses (not as-
sessment liabilities) for recoveries from the fund.
Have reinsurance contract variables been properly evaluated? As
with all insurance contracts, risk transfer criteria need to be ana-
lyzed and the asset needs to be evaluated for collectibility from
the reinsurance structure. Timely collectibility may be in ques-
tion if a reinsurance structure’s fund is depleted, which may be
the case for some structures for 2005, although ultimate col-
lectibility may not be at risk if the structure of the fund provides
for the assessment of all insurers writing business in the affected
state until such time as the fund is replenished. The contract
should also state how amounts recoverable are calculated. There
also must be evidence that there is no obligation that the ceding
company repay the reinsurance structure if the ceding company
does not collect the amount from policyholders through future
policy surcharges. For additional information on reinsurance, see
the section “Reinsurance” in the “Accounting and Auditing” sec-
tion of this Alert.
Life and Health Sector
Moderate equity market returns and a stagnant level of general
market interest rates may limit prospects for growth in earnings
and surplus. Sales of variable and fixed annuities have decreased
on a year-to-year basis; however, insurers have experienced in-
creases in sales of equity-indexed annuities. Overall, sales of indi-
vidual life insurance policies have been flat for several years.
However, universal life products continue to experience double-
digit growth, largely on the success of no-lapse guarantee prod-
ucts. A large number of quality life insurers competing for
distribution may result in pressures on margins, transfer of cer-
tain valuable services to distributors, and the addition of more
risky policyholder option features. Increased costs of regulation
20
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and the need for frequent product innovation are increasing ad-
ministration costs for insurers.
The U.S. life insurance industry is generally well capitalized, with
healthy asset quality. However, certain key elements that may af-
fect the auditor’s risk assessment include but are not limited to
the following:
• Low-investment yields caused by the sustained low-interest
rate environment have put pressure on earnings.
• Equity markets, though volatile, have improved from their
lowest levels in early 2003, but near-term prospects for
growth may not be consistent with pricing assumptions.
The S&P 500 index has fluctuated during 2005, but has
increased since the end of 2004.
• With some exceptions, most notably among airline and
automotive issuers, credit-related impairments moderated.
However, value impairments could be exacerbated by a sig-
nificant rise in general market interest rates.
• There is increased risk of impairments related to invest-
ments in properties located in those areas significantly af-
fected by Katrina and Rita. Additionally, companies and
industries with product lines affected may have additional
exposure. There are potential impairment concerns sur-
rounding investments, such as real estate securities and re-
ceivables, municipal bond investments, oil and gas activity,
transportation, and automobile loans. Increased in-house
costs at financial institutions surrounding loan servicing,
insurance settlements, foreclosures, and additional staffing
could affect cash receipt inflows of your client’s investment
portfolio. The auditor needs to examine specific collateral
surrounding the client investment portfolio and evaluate
potential impairment under FASB Statement No. 115 and
FSP No. 115-1. The increased risk of impairment could
also include losses as a result of negative changes in cash
flows timing for investments subject to the guidance of
EITF No. 99-20, Recognition of Interest Income and Impair-
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ment on Purchased and Retained Beneficial Interests in Secu-
ritized Financial Assets.
• The lack of historical experience used during the develop-
ment of various policyholder options has increased the
level of regulatory scrutiny and decreased the availability of
reinsurance capacity. These events could result in unantici-
pated statutory surplus strains and reduced profitability.
Interest Spread Compression and General Market 
Interest Rates
General market interest rates have remained low for an extended
period of time, which has resulted in a continuing decline in
portfolio rates of return. This is an important issue for insurers
with fixed interest annuity and life insurance products. For many
life insurers, portfolio rates are approaching levels needed to sup-
port minimum rates guaranteed to policyholders and, therefore,
they have limited ability to reduce crediting rates to adjust to fur-
ther declines in portfolio yields. It is generally perceived that a
moderate increase in interest rates is necessary to improve the
spread compression associated with current market rates. How-
ever, a significant and sustained increase in new money rates
could result in a disintermediation between assets and liabilities
and other than temporary impairments of invested assets.
Much attention has been given to the topic of OTT impair-
ments, particularly those that may arise from increases in general
market interest rates and/or increases in sector spreads. OTT im-
pairments may significantly affect life insurers’ earnings as inter-
est rates increase, causing certain securities to be impaired.
Companies have the option to declare their positive intent to
hold these impaired securities until recovery and/or maturity,
thereby avoiding having to recognize the loss in current earnings,
but then are limited in their ability to sell the securities. There
may be situations under which a change in facts and circum-
stances would allow companies to subsequently change their in-
tent to hold the securities until forecasted recovery, but assertions
of positive intent to hold should not be taken lightly.
22
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Statutory accounting does not subject insurers to this impairment
model. Rather, impairments related to interest rates and/or sector
spreads are recorded when there is an intent to sell the related se-
curity. For additional information on OTT impairment, see the
section “Security Valuation Developments” in the “Accounting
and Auditing” section of this Alert.
Life and Health Spotlight—Guarantees and Other Developments
Minimum Guaranteed Death Benefits and No-Lapse
Guarantee Mortality Features
Variable annuity products that contain minimum guaranteed
death benefits (MGDBs) or guaranteed minimum income bene-
fits (GMIBs) pose two main issues to consider:
1. Companies may experience general account charges for the
payout of these benefits (upon either death or annuitiza-
tion, as applicable) when the market value of the separate
account assets is not sufficient to support the level of bene-
fit payment.
2. GAAP and statutory accounting may require insurers to
establish reserves for variable annuity guarantees on these
products, thereby placing strain on capital strength.
The NAIC’s Risk Based Capital C3 Phase II initiative requires
cash-flow testing for annuities or other products with exposure to
interest rate risks. Interest-rate risk may increase if there is a dura-
tion mismatch between assets and liabilities. Testing includes
multiple scenarios with various interest rate fluctuations to deter-
mine whether reserves are adequate. This testing may cause some
life insurers to increase their capital requirements for interest sen-
sitive products.
Companies that issue universal life insurance with no-lapse guar-
antee mortality features are subject to the provisions of SOP 03-1,
Accounting and Reporting by Insurance Enterprises for Certain Non-
traditional Long-Duration Contracts and Separate Accounts, and
should establish liabilities in addition to account balances if
amounts assessed each period for the feature are expected to result
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in profits in earlier years followed by losses in subsequent years.
These guarantees may involve a significant pricing risk because of
the lack of experience related to policyholder persistency and the
use of long-term interest spreads. Additionally, increased regula-
tory scrutiny and the cost or availability of reinsurance against
conservative statutory reserving techniques could reduce statu-
tory solvency levels and returns on statutory capital. See Regula-
tion XXX and AXXX Considerations for further discussion.
SOP 03-1 contains guidance for accounting for MGDBs,
GMIBs, and no-lapse guarantee features. These features are also
addressed in FSP 97-1, Situations in Which Paragraphs 17(b) and
20 of FASB Statement No. 97, Accounting and Reporting by Insur-
ance Enterprises for Certain Long-Duration Contracts and for Real-
ized Gains and Losses from the Sale of Investments, Permit or
Require the Accrual of an Unearned Revenue Liability, and in
AICPA Technical Practice Aids Sections 6300.05 through
6300.08. Auditors should be familiar with all of these pro-
nouncements in applying the guidance in SOP 03-1.
Regulation XXX/AXXX Considerations
State insurance regulators adopted regulation XXX in 2000 to
provide for the cost of renewal guarantees in term insurance
products. Later, universal life no-lapse guarantees based on the
payment of minimum premiums were also covered by this regula-
tion. In 2003, state regulators adopted AXXX, intended to cap-
ture secondary guarantees covered by other policy designs, which
states, “Reserves need to be established for the guarantees pro-
vided by a policy.” In many cases, life insurers have transferred
the reserve requirements under these regulations to off-shore
reinsurance companies. As a result of significant growth in term
insurance renewal guarantees and universal life no-lapse guaran-
tees, some insurance technical experts predict that the availability
and cost of bank letters of credit backing offshore reinsurance
may be severely affected within the intermediate future. Also,
subsequent interpretation of these new regulations may result in
some insurers being required to post additional statutory reserves
to cover no-lapse guarantees.
24
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The NAIC Life Health Actuarial Task Force is working on an in-
terim proposal related to AXXX. The proposal was expected to be
adopted in 2005, but may be delayed since the New Orleans
meeting was canceled due to Katrina. It is anticipated that the
compromise will result in higher capital and reserve require-
ments, price increases for universal life policies with secondary
guarantees, and revised product designs. The increased reserves
will be required on policies effective July 1, 2005, and later. Some
life insurers are expected to use affiliated reinsurance relationships
to cede these additional reserves, thereby decreasing the effect on
earnings and return on equity. The compromise will be in effect
for two years, at which point it is expected that a principles-based
approach for determining statutory reserves will be in place.
Frontline on Internal Control7
Enterprise Risk Management
Rating agencies are beginning to encourage insurers to adopt ad-
vanced risk management practices, often referred to as enterprise
risk management (ERM). ERM is an extension of risk-based cap-
ital concepts to include all aspects of business operations that in-
volve risk: insurance risk, investment risk, and operating and
financial risk. The rating agencies have expressed their intent to
evaluate the processes and techniques by which companies man-
age risk exposure as an integral part of their qualitative review of
the company’s business practices.
In 1992, COSO issued Internal Control—Integrated Framework
to help companies assess and improve their internal control sys-
tems. More recently, passage of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
(Sarbanes-Oxley) and the subsequent establishment of the
PCAOB have continued the relevance of the COSO Internal
Control—Integrated Framework, as the framework broadly serves
as the accepted method for management for maintaining systems
of internal control.
7. For AICPA developments, see the section of this Alert entitled “Auditing Pipeline—
Nonpublic.”
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In September 2004, COSO issued Enterprise Risk Management—
Integrated Framework. This new framework expands on internal
control, providing a more comprehensive focus on the broader
subject of enterprise risk management. Although it does not re-
place the internal control framework (though it does encompass
it), organizations can use this ERM framework both to satisfy
their internal control needs and to move toward a more complete
risk management process. Among other aspects, the auditor
needs to be familiar with the framework paradigm, which con-
sists of four objectives—strategic, operations, reporting, and
compliance—superimposed over eight components—internal
environment, objective setting, event identification, risk assess-
ment, risk response, control activities, information and commu-
nication, and monitoring.8
COSO and Smaller Companies
A Wall Street Journal review of about 50 of the public filings
shows that “the reported material weaknesses range from issues
that are easily correctable to large problems that may require re-
stating past financial results. Many of the problems have been re-
ported by small to midsized companies. Among problems
turning up are a lack of specialized accounting expertise, unfet-
tered employee access to some financial systems, problems identi-
fying when certain assets need to be written off and difficulty in
tracking and reporting costs.” At the SEC’s request, COSO un-
dertook a project to provide guidance on applying the COSO
framework in the context of the small business environment. As
stated in the COSO framework, no two entities will or should
design their internal controls in the same way. The needs of enti-
ties differ dramatically. COSO believes that the guidance devel-
oped for smaller entities should:
26
8. Paragraph 25 of AU section 319, Consideration of Internal Control in a Financial
Statement Audit (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1; and for audits conducted in
accordance with PCAOB standards: AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules),
requires that, in all audits, the independent accountant obtain an understanding of
each of the five components of internal control (the control environment, risk as-
sessment, control activities, information and communication, and monitoring) suf-
ficient to plan the audit.
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• Focus only on internal control over financial reporting (the
guidance would not address internal control related to op-
erations and compliance objectives).
• Focus on techniques for applying internal control concepts,
rather than for evaluating internal control.
• Not cover documentation requirements set forth by the
SEC or the PCAOB.
An exposure draft titled Guidance for Smaller Public Companies
Reporting on Internal Control over Financial Reporting, was ex-
posed in October 2005 and is a supplement to the guidance
COSO published in 1992, Internal Control—Integrated Frame-
work. The document illustrates essential internal control over fi-
nancial reporting using real-world small company examples.
Practitioners should remain alert to any final pronouncement.
Additionally, at its August 10, 2005, meeting, the SEC’s Advisory
Committee on Smaller Public Companies adopted a resolution
recommending that the SEC further extend for certain registrants
the dates to comply with the filing requirements under Section
404 and certain other rules under the Exchange Act of 1934 (the
Exchange Act). Subsequently, the SEC finalized the extension
date for a nonaccelerated filer to comply with the management
report on internal control over the financial reporting require-
ment in Items 308(a) and (b) of Regulations S-K and S-B and the
related registered public accounting firm report. The date has
been extended from its first fiscal year ending on or after July 15,
2006, to its first fiscal year ending on or after July 15, 2007. Ad-
ditionally, the SEC proposed for public comment amendments
to periodic report filing deadlines which would, among other
matters, create a new category of companies called “large acceler-
ated filers,” adjust the definition of “accelerated filers,” cause ac-
celerated filers to become subject to certain deadlines, and amend
the definition of accelerated filers (www.sec.gov).
Additional SEC and PCAOB Information
To assist auditors with implementation of Audits of Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting, on May 16, 2005, the
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PCAOB issued questions and answers numbered 38 through 55
relating to the issuance of PCAOB No. 2 (applicable question 37
was issued on January 15, 2005). The PCAOB submitted to the
SEC for approval PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 4, Reporting on
Whether a Previously Reported Material Weakness Continues to
Exist, so auditors can report on the elimination of a material
weakness in a company’s internal control over financial reporting.
The standard establishes a voluntary engagement that would be
performed at the election of the company. On May 17, 2005, the
SEC issued a Staff Statement Management’s Report on Internal
Control Over Financial Reporting, which covered feedback on
staff ’s views on certain issues raised in the implementation of Sec-
tion 404. Areas included but were not limited to implementation
of internal control provisions, reasonable assurance, risk, scope,
internal control deficiencies, disclosures of material weaknesses,
and information technology internal controls.
Additionally, on November 30, 2005, the PCAOB issued a report
discussing issues identified in the course of the PCOAB’s moni-
toring of the implementation of Auditing Standard No. 2, An
Audit of Internal Control Over Financial Reporting Performed in
Conjunction with an Audit of Financial Statements. The Board
found that both firms and issuers faced enormous challenges in the
first year of implementation, including strains on available re-
sources; a shortage of staff with prior training and experience in
designing, evaluating, and testing controls; and the limited time
frame that issuers and auditors had to implement Section 404.
These challenges were compounded in cases when companies
needed to make significant improvements in their internal con-
trol systems to make up for deferred maintenance of those systems.
Additionally, as of October 31, 2005, 14.7 percent of accelerated
filers had adverse Section 404 reports. For the insurance industry,
10 of the 125 accelerated filers (8 percent) had adverse Section 404
reports.9 For further information on public company rules and
regulations, see the AICPA Risk Alert SEC and PCAOB Develop-
ments—2005/06, www.sec.gov and www.pcaobus.org.
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9. AICPA National Conference on Current SEC & PCAOB Developments, Decem-
ber 2005, Session 107.
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The NAIC’s Sarbanes-Oxley Initiative Update
Commencing in 2003, the NAIC has been reviewing the require-
ments of Sarbanes-Oxley. The NAIC is considering proposed re-
visions to the Model Audit Rule to incorporate certain aspects of
Sarbanes-Oxley, which would be applicable to all insurers, both
public and nonpublic. Of the 11 titles of Sarbanes-Oxley, the key
titles of interest to the NAIC are Titles II, III, and IV. These titles
relate to auditor independence (Title II), corporate responsibility
(including audit committees) (Title III), and enhanced financial
disclosures (Title IV). Enhanced financial disclosures include
management’s assertion relative to the effectiveness of its internal
controls over financial reporting and the auditor’s attestation re-
port on management’s assertion.
In July 2004, subgroups were formed to address Titles II and III.
The subgroups consisted of regulators, industry representatives,
and members of the public accounting profession drawn from
the AICPA’s NAIC Task Force. The Title IV subgroup was to be
formed after Title II and III subgroups were substantially com-
pleted with their charges. Both Title II and III subgroups pre-
sented recommendations for changes to the Model Audit Rule
(MAR) to the NAIC/AICPA Working Group, the sponsor of the
initiative, at the December 2004 Quarterly NAIC meeting. The
Title IV subgroup was also formed at the December 2004 meet-
ing and held its first meeting in February 2005.
In March 2005, after minor modifications to existing Title II and
Title III proposed MAR changes, the subgroup’s recommenda-
tions were exposed for comment. In June 2005, Title II and III
recommendations were adopted by the NAIC/AICPA Working
Group. It was decided by the Working Group that the recom-
mendations would not be presented to its parent committee (Fi-
nancial Condition (E) Committee) for its consideration until the
Title IV Subgroup completed its charges and recommendations
so that all Sarbanes-Oxley proposed recommendations could be
considered at one time.
Title II recommendations from the Subgroup include a change in
partner rotation requirements from seven to five years, prohibition
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of nine-prohibited nonauditor services, applicable only to com-
panies with premiums greater than $100 million, and a “cooling
off period” for a company’s employment of partners and senior
managers on the audit team.
Title III recommendations from the subgroup include the re-
quirement that all insurance entities are to have audit committees,
and if there is no separate audit committee, the entire board con-
stitutes the audit committee. Additionally, audit committee inde-
pendence requirements are dependent upon the level of written
premium and are to be in effect one year before the effective date
of the Title IV reporting requirement.
The original proposal relating to Title IV would have required a
Section 404 management report and an independent attestation
by the external auditor on internal controls over financial report-
ing for all companies with premiums greater than $25 million. At
the August 11, 2005 subgroup meeting, interested parties pre-
sented alternative proposals, one of which proposed requiring
only management reporting and making the requirement applic-
able only to insurers with premiums greater than $500 million.
The review by the Title IV subgroup will continue. Adoption of
recommendations by the NAIC/AICPA Working Group is tar-
geted for the December 2005 NAIC National Meeting. Recom-
mendations from the subgroups would then be sent to the
Financial Condition (E) Committee for their consideration at the
Spring 2006 NAIC National Meeting.
Relative to any Sarbanes-Oxley-related modifications to the
MAR, substantive changes to the Rule must go through the
NAIC’s due process because the MAR is an accreditation stan-
dard. The due process associated with accreditation standards
generally involves a two-year exposure period followed by a two-
year implementation period, thus changes to the Rule may not be
effective for approximately four years after being approved by the
Executive and Plenary Committees. Auditors should monitor the
progress of this important initiative.
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Reporting Significant Deficiencies in Internal Control to 
Insurance Regulators10
Beginning in 2004, a number of insurance companies have, for
the first time, conducted an assessment of internal controls over
financial reporting either for purposes of complying with Section
404 of Sarbanes-Oxley, in connection with the audit of a related
SEC registrant, or in preparation for anticipated compliance with
Section 404 in a subsequent period. These efforts have, for many
insurance companies, resulted in the identification of more inter-
nal control deficiencies than in the past.
The AICPA issued A Statutory Framework for Reporting Signifi-
cant Deficiencies in Internal Control to Insurance Regulators
(Statutory Framework), which outlines a suggested framework
for auditors to follow when reporting internal control deficien-
cies related to financial reporting identified during the course of
an annual audit of statutory financial statements. This Statutory
Framework was developed by members of the AICPA NAIC/
AICPA Task Force and is intended to provide auditors of insur-
ance company financial statements with an overview of recent
regulatory developments that may affect the engagements and
audits they perform. The document can be found on the AICPA
Website at http://www.aicpa.org/members/div/auditstd/index.
htm. It should be read in conjunction with Section 11 of the
MAR, and AU section 325, Communication of Internal Control
Related Matters Noted in an Audit (AICPA, Professional Stan-
dards, vol. 1). This is not intended to suggest that insurers or
their auditors are required to apply the concept of PCAOB Au-
diting Standard No. 2 as reflected in A Framework for Evaluating
Control Exceptions and Deficiencies to insurance companies for
10. This publication is an Other Auditing Publication as defined in AU section 150,
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1.)
Other Auditing Publications have no authoritative status; however, they may help
the auditor understand and apply SASs. If an auditor applies the auditing guid-
ance included in an Other Auditing Publication, he or she should be satisfied that,
in his or her judgment, it is both appropriate and relevant to the circumstances of
his or her audit. The auditing guidance in this document has been reviewed by the
AICPA Audit and Attest Standards staff and published by the AICPA and is pre-
sumed to be appropriate. This document has not been approved, disapproved, or
otherwise acted on by a senior technical committee of the AICPA.
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purposes of statutory reporting, but rather solely to provide
guidance to auditors on evaluating and reporting to regulators on
deficiencies that have been identified. For purposes other than
satisfying Section 11 of the MAR, the auditor also has to con-
sider any additional reporting requirements of AU section 325
and AU section 380, Communication With Audit Committees
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1), as amended. Even when
no reportable conditions are identified, six states11 have a re-
quirement that a letter be filed stating no material weaknesses
have been identified.
Due to this increase in the identification of deficiencies in inter-
nal control over financial reporting at many insurance compa-
nies, the differences in reporting requirements, and the perceived
differences in definition of significant deficiency to be applied
under Section 11 of the NAIC Model Regulation Requiring An-
nual Audited Financial Reports (the MAR), Reporting on Signifi-
cant Deficiencies in Internal Control, and that of PCAOB
Auditing Standard No. 2, An Audit of Internal Control Over Fi-
nancial Reporting Performed in Conjunction With An Audit of
Financial Statement, insurers sought additional guidance on re-
porting significant deficiencies to the regulator.
Section 11 of the MAR requires that, in addition to the annual
audited financial statements, each insurer provide the Insurance
Department with a written report prepared by the accountant
describing significant deficiencies (known as reportable condi-
tions, including material weaknesses) in the insurer’s internal
control structure noted by the accountant during the audit in
accordance with AU section 325. No report should be issued if
the accountant does not identify significant deficiencies. If sig-
nificant deficiencies are noted, the written report should be
filed annually by the insurer with the Insurance Department
generally within 60 days following the filing of the annual au-
dited financial statements. The insurer is required to provide a
description of remedial actions taken or proposed to correct sig-
32
11. For purposes of this framework, the term states includes other jurisdictions that are
members of the NAIC.
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nificant deficiencies, if the actions are not described in the audi-
tor’s report.12
The AICPA NAIC Task Force has undertaken efforts to deter-
mine whether individual states will again accept reporting of only
those significant deficiencies and material weaknesses related to
statutory-basis financial reporting of which the auditor becomes
aware during the course of the audit that are unremediated as of
the balance sheet date as being in compliance with the require-
ments of Section 11 of the MAR. Updated information on the
confirmation process will be available from Kim Kushmerick at
the AICPA (kkushmerick@aicpa.org)
Accounting and Auditing
Reinsurance Arrangements
The New York Attorney General’s office, the SEC, several state
insurance departments, and other governmental and regulatory
bodies are currently investigating the use of finite risk reinsurance
contracts13 and whether companies have properly accounted for
these products. Several companies have recently restated previ-
ously issued financial statements to change their accounting for
reinsurance arrangements, and some insurance company execu-
tives have been indicted or are the subject of enforcement actions.
Reinsurance accounting and reporting—in particular, the ques-
12. State laws may vary, and thus it is necessary that companies and their auditors ver-
ify reporting requirements by reference to domiciliary state laws and regulations.
For example, some states require the filing of the AU section 325 report (SAS No.
60 report) at the same time the audited financial statements are filed.
13. Finite or financial reinsurance contracts limit the risk (and rewards) of the under-
lying business transferred from the ceding company to the reinsurer, often through
adjustable features within the reinsurance contract that alter the cash flows be-
tween the parties based on the level of losses ceded. Although finite reinsurance
may restrict the amount of insurance risk transferred to the assuming company,
the contract must still transfer significant insurance risk as defined by FASB State-
ment No. 113, and the reinsurer must still be exposed to a reasonable possibility of
a significant loss, if the contract is to qualify for reinsurance accounting. By trans-
ferring less risk to the reinsurer, the insurer receives coverage on potential claims at
a lower cost than traditional reinsurance. Due to the highly complex structure of
these limited risk agreements, there can be abuses where no risk is transferred
(such as a disguised loan), and the auditor should be alert to such agreements.
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tion of what constitutes an acceptable transfer of risk and
whether side agreements having accounting consequences exist
between ceding and assuming companies—continue to be im-
portant issues requiring careful analysis.
FASB Statement No. 113, Accounting and Reporting for Reinsur-
ance of Short-Duration and Long-Duration Contracts, and EITF
Discussion Topic D-34, Accounting for Reinsurance: Questions
and Answers about FASB Statement No. 113, continue to be the
primary sources of guidance used to determine whether a con-
tract transfers risk and meets the conditions for reinsurance ac-
counting. The FASB has a current project on its agenda to clarify
what constitutes transfer of significant insurance risk in insurance
and reinsurance contracts that will begin by defining insurance
contracts and related terms. In addition, the project will explore
bifurcation for risk-transfer testing of contracts that contain both
financing and insurance components. Information on the status
of this project can be found on the FASB’s Web site at
www.fasb.org. The NAIC is requiring additional disclosures re-
lated to certain property and casualty reinsurance contracts. See
information at the NAIC website at www.naic.org and in the
next section of this Audit Risk Alert.
The AICPA Insurance Expert Panel drafted a white paper that
was sent to the FASB in November 2003, identifying certain risk
transfer issues with respect to the application of risk transfer tests
to certain contracts, and differing interpretations as to the scope
of FASB Statement No. 113’s paragraph 11 exception to the re-
quirement that contracts accounted for as reinsurance expose the
reinsurer to a reasonable possibility of significant loss. The white
paper outlines issues identified in practice with possible re-
sponses, but does not include recommendations, and is available
on www.aicpa.org.
EITF Issue No. 93-6, “Accounting for Multiple Year Retrospec-
tively Rated Contracts by Ceding and Assuming Enterprises,”
and EITF Issue No. 93-14, “Accounting for Multiple Year Retro-
spectively Rated Contracts by Insurance Enterprises and Other
Enterprises,” and EITF Topic D-35, FASB Staff Views on Issue No.
93-6, represent guidance on required accruals when future rights
34
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and obligations under a multiple-year contract change based on
loss experience to date.
SOP 98-7, Deposit Accounting: Accounting for Insurance and Rein-
surance Contracts That Do Not Transfer Insurance Risk, should be
used to determine the appropriate method of accounting for con-
tracts that do not meet the requirements for reinsurance account-
ing under FASB Statement No. 113. SOP 98-7 outlines the
appropriate accounting for contracts based on whether the con-
tract transfers:
1. Only significant timing risk
2. Only significant underwriting risk
3. Neither significant timing nor underwriting risk
4. Indeterminate risk
Other accounting standards continue to have implications for
transactions involving reinsurance arrangements. For example,
FASB Interpretation No. 46, Consolidation of Variable Interest En-
tities, may necessitate counterparties to reinsurance arrangements
placed in certain kinds of structures or entities (for example, cat-
astrophe bond structures) to consider consolidation of these
structures or entities. In addition, certain reinsurance contracts
may contain embedded derivatives that require accounting in ac-
cordance with FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Deriva-
tive Instruments and Hedging Activities. Auditors should review
FASB Statement No. 133 Implementation Issue B36 (B36),
Modified Coinsurance Arrangements and Debt Instruments That In-
corporate Credit Risk Exposures That Are Unrelated or Only Par-
tially Related to the Creditworthiness of the Obligor under Those
Instruments, which addresses embedded derivatives in modified
coinsurance (modco) and coinsurance with funds withheld
arrangements and other contracts with similar provisions where,
for example, a return under the contract is calculated based on a
referenced pool of assets.
As products become more advanced and complex, careful consid-
eration is required to determine whether the contracts are being
accounted for appropriately based on a complete understanding
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of the facts and circumstances. Alternative risk transfer products
and finite risk covers usually present complex issues with respect
to evaluating the contracts for risk transfer under FASB State-
ment No. 113. Auditors should assess whether companies have
adequate internal controls to identify and analyze complex rein-
surance agreements to determine the proper accounting.
Some Additional Auditing Considerations
Auditors of companies with significant reinsurance contracts may
also consider directing procedures as required under AU section
319, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit,
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1; AICPA, PCAOB Standards
and Related Rules) towards these arrangements in an attempt to
identify:
• Contracts back-dated to avoid retroactive reinsurance ac-
counting on coverage of losses that had already been in-
curred;
• Side agreements to reimburse the reinsurer for covered
losses or to return profits under a contract in a different ac-
counting period;
• “Linked” contracts where losses experienced under one
will be reimbursed under another in the future and which
should be considered together in the risk transfer analysis;
• Contracts whose terms do not make economic sense and in-
dicate a side agreement or “linkage” with another contract
that should be considered in the accounting evaluation;
• Exclusive reinsurance arrangements with offshore assum-
ing companies that raise consolidation questions; or
• Commutations where the settlements are not in accordance
with contract terms and suggest a noncontractual agree-
ment on the allocation of profits and losses.
Auditors can consider whether company disclosures with respect
to significant reinsurance agreements are in accordance with
FASB Statement No. 113, and that disclosures with respect to
ongoing regulatory investigations, if any, are adequate.
36
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New NAIC Reinsurance Disclosure and Filing Requirements
Reinsurance issues have taken center stage at the NAIC as regula-
tors react to New York State Attorney General Spitzer’s investiga-
tions of finite reinsurance, as well as allegations that undisclosed
side agreements between ceding and assuming companies con-
tributed to large property-casualty insolvencies. During 2005, the
NAIC’s Statutory Accounting Principles Working Group exposed
updates to SSAP No. 62, Property and Casualty Reinsurance, which
would expand disclosure requirements related to ceded reinsur-
ance. These disclosures, which are also included as interrogatories
in the annual statement, would require detailed information about
specific ceded reinsurance contracts. The new disclosures are to be
included in response to Interrogatories in the 2005 Annual State-
ment filings; the revisions defer the requirement to include these
disclosures in the audited financial statements until year-end 2006.
The new financial statement disclosures include:
• Whether any quota share reinsurance contracts include pro-
visions that would limit the reinsurer’s losses below the stated
quota share percentage (e.g., a deductible, loss ratio corridor,
loss cap, aggregate limits, or similar provisions). If such con-
tracts exist, management is required to disclose whether or
not the limiting provisions have had an effect on ceded losses.
• Whether any significant contracts contain any of six spe-
cific contractual features often associated with finite rein-
surance arrangements.14
• Whether there are any significant contracts with related
parties, other than approved pooling arrangements.
• Whether any contracts are accounted for as reinsurance
under SAP and as deposits under GAAP, or vice versa,
and if so, why.
14. Contact terms greater than two years when the contract is noncancelable by the re-
porting entity; cancellation provisions that trigger an obligation on the reporting
entity to enter into a new reinsurance agreement with the reinsurer; aggregate stop
loss reinsurance coverage; an unconditional or unilateral right by either party to
commute the treaty; a provision permitting reporting or payment of losses less fre-
quently than on a quarterly basis; and any features designed to delay timely reim-
bursement to the ceding entity.
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For contracts meeting the first three bulleted criteria, manage-
ment is further required to disclose (1) a summary of the reinsur-
ance contract terms, (2) a brief discussion of management’s
principal objectives in entering into the agreement, including the
economic purpose to be achieved, and (3) the aggregate financial
statement impact gross of all such ceded reinsurance contracts on
the balance sheet and statement of income.
In addition to the expanded disclosures, the NAIC has adopted a
supplemental filing requiring the CEO (Chief Executive Officer)
and CFO (Chief Financial Officer) to separately attest to the
appropriateness of the accounting procedures applied to the com-
pany’s ceded reinsurance arrangements. Supplement 20-1, Rein-
surance Attestation Supplement, shall be filed by March 1 and
requires the CEO and CFO to make representations related to:
• The existence of any side agreements
• Whether management has documented its risk transfer
analysis, and such documentation is available for review
• The company’s compliance with SSAP No. 62, Property
and Casualty Reinsurance
• Whether appropriate internal controls are in place to mon-
itor reinsurance
During 2005, the New York Insurance Department submitted a
proposal to bifurcate, for accounting purposes, certain contracts
containing significant financing components. Companies would
account for the portion of the contract that is financing as a de-
posit, and the portion representing risk transfer as reinsurance.
This proposal is still under consideration by the P&C Reinsur-
ance Study Group of the NAIC, and it is unlikely that the bifur-
cation issue will be resolved for 2005.
Security Valuation Developments
Insurance companies hold significant investments. Under GAAP,
paragraph 16 of FASB Statement No. 115, Accounting for Certain
Investments in Debt and Equity Securities, states that individual se-
curities classified as either available-for-sale or held-to-maturity
38
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must be assessed to determine whether a decline in fair value
below the amortized cost basis is other than temporary. If such a
decline is judged to be other than temporary, the cost basis of the
individual security is written down to fair value as the new cost
basis, with the amount of the writedown included in earnings
(that is, accounted for as a realized loss). The new cost basis
should not be changed for subsequent recoveries in fair value.
In 2004, to answer questions on evaluating other-than-temporary
impairment, the FASB issued EITF Issue No. 03-1, The Meaning
of Other-Than-Temporary Impairment and Its Application to
Certain Investments. The project included two stages. The first, a
disclosure stage, included additional numerical and narrative dis-
closures for debt and marketable equity securities that have unre-
alized losses. The second stage included specific measurement
and impairment accounting guidance.
When entities started to put the second stage of the EITF Issue
into practice, a number of issues became problematic. For exam-
ple, clients and their auditors noted that it was difficult to deter-
mine whether impairment occurs on an aggregate or individual
basis. Additionally, practitioners, including those in the insurance
industry, noted that the asset liability management process could
be adversely affected since most liabilities for insurance compa-
nies are carried at historical cost and many more assets would
now be carried at fair value. The FASB responded to concerns.
FSP EITF Issue No. 03-1-1, Effective Date of Paragraphs 10-20 of
EITF Issue No. 03-1, “The Meaning of Other-Than-Temporary Im-
pairment and Its Application to Certain Investments,” delayed the
recognition and measurement guidance contained in paragraphs
10 through 20. Proposed FSP EITF Issue No. 03-1-a, “Imple-
mentation Guidance for the Application of Paragraph 16 of EITF
Issue No. 03-1, ‘The Meaning of Other-Than-Temporary Im-
pairment and its Application to Certain Investments,’” evaluated
interest rate impaired debt securities analyzed under paragraph
16 of Issue No. 03-1.
On June 29, 2005, the FASB directed the staff to finalize proposed
FSP No. EITF 03-1-a, renamed FSP No. 115/124-1, Accounting
for Certain Investments in Debt and Equity Securities. This FSP
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was issued in the fourth quarter of 2005 and is effective for other-
than-temporary impairment analyses conducted in periods be-
ginning after December 15, 2005, with early application
permitted. However, as the draft FSP was effective for periods
subsequent to September 15, 2005, many of your clients may
have implemented this FSP for 2005 year-ends.
The FSP amends FASB Statements No. 115 and No. 124, and
APB Opinion No. 18, The Equity Method of Accounting for Invest-
ments in Common Stock. Additionally, the FSP nullifies the guid-
ance in paragraphs 10-18 of EITF Issue No. 03-1, supersedes Topic
D-44, Recognition of Other-Than-Temporary Impairment upon the
Planned Sale of a Security Whose Cost Exceeds Fair Value, and refers
to existing other-than-temporary impairment guidance—for ex-
ample, FASB Statement No. 115, Accounting for Certain Invest-
ments in Debt and Equity Securities, APB Opinion No. 18, and
SEC SAB No. 59, Accounting for Noncurrent Marketable Equity Se-
curities. Additionally, the FSP carries forward the requirements of
paragraphs 8 and 9 (cost-method investments) and paragraphs 21
and 22 (disclosure requirements) of EITF Issue No. 03-1.
The guidance is applicable to debt and equity securities that are
within the scope of Statements No. 115, No. 124 and securities
excluded from those statements and not accounted for under the
equity method pursuant to APB Opinion No. 18 (i.e., cost-
method investments). As indicated in paragraph 127(b) of FASB
Statement No. 115, insurance companies are required to report
equity securities at fair value, even if they do not meet the scope
criteria in paragraph 3 of FASB Statement No. 115. Therefore,
the FSP also applies to all equity securities held by insurance
companies. Additionally, the outside form of the investment de-
termines the accounting. (For example, an investment in mutual
fund shares is equity, even if the mutual fund consists mostly of
debt securities.) Finally, investments that require bifurcation and
separate accounting for host instruments under paragraph 12 of
FASB Statement No. 133 are included. Clarification includes:
• Measurement. If a decline is deemed to be other than tem-
porary, the investment should be written down to fair
value at the balance sheet date.
40
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• Post impairment income recognition. If impairment is recog-
nized, the client must recognize income based on expected,
not contractual, cash flows.
• Timing. The FSP incorporates certain guidance set forth in
Topic D-44, “Recognition of Other-Than-Temporary Im-
pairment upon the Planned Sale of a Security Whose Cost
Exceeds Fair Value,” clarifies the timing of impairment
recognition.
Year-End Accounting and Auditing Issues
FASB Statement No. 115 should continue to be followed along
with the new FSP. The FASB Special Report, A Guide to Imple-
mentation of Statement 115 on Accounting for Certain Investments
in Debt and Equity Securities: Questions and Answers, is also rele-
vant. For public companies, SEC SAB No. 59, Accounting for
Noncurrent Marketable Equity Securities (Topic 5M), is in effect.
Additional auditing considerations for fiscal year-end 2005 should
include an evaluation of management’s current and former prac-
tices regarding FASB No. 115 securities, accounting practice con-
sistency among periods, and rationale for any practice changes in
the areas surrounding FSP No. 115-1. Unsubstantiated changes in
management practice need to be carefully questioned for appro-
priateness under the aforementioned GAAP requirements.
Statutory Accounting
Under SAP, determining whether impairment has occurred on an
investment under the NAIC Accounting Practices and Procedures
Manual (the Manual) is similar to GAAP. Management needs to
consider all available evidence in determining whether an impair-
ment exists and if that impairment is other than temporary. For
each type of investment, specific measurement criteria are set out
in the SSAPs. Differences do arise between GAAP and SAP re-
garding the timing of an impairment loss for securities subject to
EITF Issue No. 99-20, Recognition of Interest Income and Impair-
ment on Purchased and Retained Beneficial Interests in Securitized
Financial Assets. Additionally, under SSAP, impairments related
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to interest rates and/or sector spreads are recorded when there is
an intent to sell the related security.
The Practices and Procedures Manual requires that a loss be real-
ized for OTT impairments of the value of investments. Signifi-
cant judgment is involved in determining whether a decline in
fair value is temporary or reflects conditions that are more persis-
tent. Evidence should support management’s assertion that a de-
cline in fair value is only temporary. The NAIC Emerging
Accounting Issues Working Group deferred a tentative consensus
on impairments until the FASB issued guidance. However, the
Group adopted as final, an amendment to Interpretation 02-07,
Definition of the Phrase “Other than Temporary,” “to provide guid-
ance on interest related and non-interest related impairment.”
Since the SSAPs did not define the aforementioned phrase, the
working group clarified that (1) other than temporary does not
mean “permanent impairment” and (2) it is not appropriate for
reporting entities, independent auditors, or state examiners to
only apply predefined thresholds to determine other than tempo-
rary impairments. They added that thresholds can be used as an
initial step in determining impairment but cannot be used as a
substitute for a full analysis of all qualitative considerations. Prac-
titioners should remain alert to future developments.
Surplus Enhancement
In all audits of GAAP-basis and SAP-basis financial statements,
consideration should be given to the effects of unusual transac-
tions as well as accounting differences on solvency and the ade-
quacy of the company’s SAP-basis capital and surplus. Unusual
transactions should be evaluated that materially affect SAP-basis
income or surplus, or transactions for which the effects on SAP-
basis financial statements would be substantially different from
the effects on GAAP-basis financial statements. That evaluation
is especially important when an insurer’s surplus is at or near
minimum levels or if an insurer’s risk-based capital ratio is at or
near an action or control level.
In addition, an auditor should be alert to significant and unusual
transactions or events at or near year-end that may require signif-
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icant judgment about the proper accounting treatment, includ-
ing the following:
• Financially oriented reinsurance transactions
• Changes in reserve estimates
• Asset impairments
• Reinsurance collectibility
• Sale or leaseback transactions of statutory nonadmitted
assets
• “Parking” of securities
• Loaning or borrowing securities
• Intercompany transactions
• Transactions involving special-purpose entities (SPEs) and
variable interest entities
• Asset swaps
• Asset reclassifications
• Other types of potential “window-dressing” transactions
SOP 94-1, Inquiries of State Insurance Regulators, as amended by
SOP 01-5, Amendments to Specific AICPA Pronouncements for
Changes Related to the NAIC Codification, requires that, if a per-
mitted accounting practice is material to an insurance enterprise’s
financial statements, the auditor obtain sufficient competent evi-
dential matter to corroborate management’s assertion that the ac-
counting treatment is permitted. In many situations, that
requirement will cause the auditor to obtain written confirmation,
on an annual basis, from the domiciliary state insurance depart-
ment that the accounting practice continues to be permissible.
If the financial effect of such permitted practices is material, ei-
ther individually or in the aggregate, to a company’s SAP-basis
surplus, sufficient competent evidential matter should be re-
ceived before the issuance of an auditor’s report on either the
company’s GAAP-basis or SAP-basis financial statements.
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FASB Statement No. 133 Implementation Guidance
The Derivatives Implementation Group (DIG) helped the FASB
staff answer significant questions that companies face when im-
plementing FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative
Instruments and Hedging Activities.
The FASB staff has issued guidance on numerous FASB State-
ment No. 133 implementation issues, and this guidance can be
obtained from the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org. Following is a
listing of the insurance-product-related topics that were ad-
dressed, together with a brief discussion of the nature of each
issue and the date of FASB clearance. This list is intended to
highlight to auditors of insurance companies those areas where
the application of FASB Statement No. 133 may be required. In
addition to the issues listed below, several other FASB Statement
No. 133 Implementation Issues are applicable to companies op-
erating in all industries; such issues also may be relevant to an
audit of an insurance company.
Topic Guidance
A16—Definition of a Derivative: Synthetic guaranteed investment contracts
Synthetic Guaranteed Investment meet the definition of derivatives in 
Contracts (March 14, 2001) accordance with paragraph 6 of FASB 
Statement No. 133.
B7—Embedded Derivatives: Traditional variable annuity products do not
Variable Annuity Products and contain embedded derivatives that warrant
Policyholder Ownership of Assets separate accounting under FASB Statement
(June 23, 1999) No. 133, even though the insurer, rather than
the policyholder, actually owns the assets.
B8—Embedded Derivatives: Nontraditional variable annuity contracts are
Identification of the Host Contract distinguished from traditional variable annuity
in a Non-Traditional Variable contracts by the fact that investment risk 
Annuity Contract associated with the assets backing the 
(revised September 25, 2000) nontraditional variable annuity contracts is
shared between the issuer and the policyholder.
The host contract for a nontraditional variable
annuity contract is the traditional variable 
annuity portion of the contract (that is, 
without the nontraditional embedded 
components).
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Topic Guidance
B9—Embedded Derivatives: The economic characteristics and risks of the
Clearly and Closely Related embedded derivative (market-adjusted value
Criteria for Market Adjusted prepayment option) in a market value annuity
Value Prepayment Options contract are clearly and closely related to the
(December 6, 2000) economic characteristics and risks of the host
contract and, therefore, need not be bifurcated
in accordance with paragraph 12 of FASB
Statement No. 133.
B10—Embedded Derivatives: The existence of a death benefit provision 
Equity Indexed Life Insurance does not exclude the entire equity-indexed life
Contracts (July 28, 1999) insurance contract from being subject to
FASB Statement No. 133 for either the issuer
or the policyholder because the policyholder
can obtain an equity-linked return by 
exercising the surrender option before death.
B25—Embedded Derivatives: Deferred variable annuity contracts may
Deferred Variable Annuity Contracts contain minimum benefit guarantees in either
with Payment Alternatives at the the accumulation or payout phases of the 
End of the Accumulation Period contract. This issue provides derivative 
accounting guidance for four separate 
minimum guarantee scenarios.
B26—Embedded Derivatives: A property and casualty contract that provides
Dual-Trigger Property and for the payment of benefits and claims as a 
Casualty Insurance Contracts result of both an identifiable insurable event
(March 14, 2001) and changes in a variable would not contain
an embedded derivative instrument that is 
required to be separately accounted for under
FASB Statement No. 133 provided (1) 
benefits and claims are paid only if an 
identifiable insurable event occurs (for 
example, theft or fire), (2) the amount of the
payment is limited to the amount of the 
policyholder’s incurred insured loss, and 
(3) the loss is not virtually certain to occur.
B27—Embedded Derivatives: A financial guarantee insurance contract for
Dual-Trigger Financial Guarantee which payment of a claim is triggered only by
Contracts (March 14, 2001) the occurrence of the insured’s credit losses 
exceeding a specified level on its loans held
(though the amount of the payment is 
affected by the credit losses in a customized
pool of loans by third parties exceeding the
same specified level) is an insurance contract
that is not subject to FASB Statement No. 133
requirements because it indemnifies the 
(continued)
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Topic Guidance
insured for its actual losses incurred above a
specified level. A provision limiting claims in
the event the insured’s credit losses exceed the
credit losses in a referenced pool or index of
consumer loans represents a type of 
deductible, rather than an embedded 
derivative that warrants separate accounting
under FASB Statement No. 133.
B28—Embedded Derivatives: Contracts that pay claims in a currency 
Foreign Currency Elements of different from the one in which the loss is 
Insurance Contracts measured at a predetermined contract 
(March 14, 2001) exchange rate are not deemed to have an 
embedded foreign currency derivative.
B29—Embedded Derivatives: Equity-indexed annuities that contain “point-
Equity-Indexed Annuity Contracts to-point” or “ratchet design” features qualify
with Embedded Derivatives as contracts with embedded equity derivatives
(March 14, 2001) that must be bifurcated and reported at fair
value in accordance with paragraph 12 of
FASB Statement No. 133.
B30—Embedded Derivatives: Equity-indexed annuities contain a debt 
Application of Statement 97 instrument with an embedded (equity option)
and Statement 133 to derivative. Upon receipt of the consideration
Equity-Indexed Annuity Contracts for the equity-indexed contract, the issuer is
required to allocate a portion of the considera-
tion to the derivative and the remainder to a
fixed annuity host contract. Interest credited
and changes in the fair value of the derivative
should be recognized in earnings. The host
contract should be accreted to the minimum
account value at the end of the contract using
the effective yield method. A minimum liabil-
ity shall not be recorded if, prior to the 
maturity of the contract, the aggregate of the
host account value and the market value of the
derivative is less than the value of the contract
on a FASB Statement No. 97 basis (that is,
without bifurcating the derivative).
B31—Embedded Derivatives: FASB Technical Bulletin No. 85-4 prescribes
Accounting for Purchases of Life the accounting for life insurance contracts 
Insurance (July 12, 2001) commonly referred to as COLI (corporate-
owned life insurance), BOLI (business-owned
life insurance), and key-man insurance. This
accounting treatment is applicable even though
these insurance contracts include derivative-
like provisions that would otherwise require
separate accounting as derivatives under para-
graph 12 of FASB Statement No. 133.
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Topic Guidance
B36—Modified Coinsurance An instrument that incorporates credit risk 
Arrangements and Debt exposures that are either unrelated or only
Instruments That Incorporate partially related to the creditworthiness of
Credit Risk Exposures That Are that instrument’s obligor has an embedded
Unrelated or Only Partially Related derivative that is not considered “clearly and
to the Creditworthiness of the closely related” to the economic characteristics
Obligor under Those Instruments and risks of the host contract. B36 affects the
(April 2003) accounting for credit-linked notes that 
incorporate a third party’s credit (or default)
risk and modified coinsurance arrangements
between reinsurers and ceding insurance 
companies and similar arrangements, which
typically include a provision for passing a 
return that is linked to the performance of 
investments held by the ceding company to
the reinsurer.  The scope of B36 encompasses
any receivable or payable where the interest is
determined by reference to an actual pool of
assets (unless the pool were comprised entirely
of risk-free debt securities and/or real estate)
or determined by any index other than a
“pure” interest rate index.
C1—Scope Exceptions: Exception If a contract contains a payment provision 
Related to Physical Variables that requires the issuer to pay to the holder
(February 17, 1999) a specified dollar amount based on a 
financial variable, the contract is subject to 
the requirements of FASB Statement No. 
133 because it would not meet the exclusion
in paragraph 10(e)(1) of FASB Statement 
No. 133.
G4—Cash Flow Hedges: FASB Statement No. 133 would permit an
Hedging Voluntary Increases insurance company to qualify for cash-flow
and Interest Credited on an hedge accounting if it is hedging the 
Insurance Contract Liability possibility that it may need to voluntarily
(July 28, 1999) increase the interest rate used to credit 
interest on certain whole life, universal life,
repetitive premium variable annuity, and 
single premium variable annuity contract 
liabilities. However, to qualify for cash-flow
hedge accounting, changes in the hedged 
interest payments attributable to the hedged
risk must be sufficiently correlated with the
changes in the cash flows of the hedging 
derivative.
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Compare and Contrast—FASB Statement No. 133 and 
SSAP No. 86
SSAP No. 86, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging,
Income Generation, and Replication (Synthetic Asset) Transactions,
addresses the concepts outlined in FASB Statement No. 133 and
establishes a statutory accounting model for derivative transac-
tions entered into after January 1, 2003. (Alternatively, an insurer
was able to apply SSAP No. 86 to all derivatives to which the in-
surer was a party as of the effective date.) Some of the more sig-
nificant requirements of SSAP No. 86 that differ from FASB
Statement No. 133 include the following:
• An embedded derivative instrument is not separated from
the host contract and accounted for separately as a deriva-
tive instrument.
• Effectiveness is not bifurcated. Derivative instruments that
meet the criteria of an effective hedge are valued and re-
ported in a manner that is consistent with the hedged asset
or liability (referred to as hedge accounting). Derivative in-
struments that do not meet or no longer meet the criteria
of an effective hedge are accounted for at fair value.
• Changes in the fair value of a derivative that does not meet
the criteria of an effective hedge are recorded as unrealized
gains or losses.
Share-Based Payment
On December 16, 2004, the FASB issued Statement No. 123(R),
Share-Based Payment.15 The Statement revises existing require-
48
15. The FASB has issued FASB FSP No. 123(R)-1, Classification and Measurement of
Freestanding Financial Instruments Originally Issued as Employee Compensation. The
FSP defers the requirements of FASB Statement No. 123(R) for freestanding fi-
nancial instruments subject to FASB Statement No. 123(R) and supersedes FSP
EITF Issue No. 00-19-1, Application of EITF Issue No. 00-19 to Freestanding Fi-
nancial Instruments Originally Issued as Employee Compensation, and amends para-
graph 11(b) of FASB Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments
and Hedging Activities, and FASB Statement No. 133 Implementation Issue No.
C3, Scope Exceptions: Exception Related to Share-Based Payment Arrangements.
Under the FSP, a freestanding financial instrument originally issued as employee
compensation for substantive employee service will be subject to the recognition
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ments under the original FASB Statement No. 123, Accounting
for Stock-Based Compensation, and supersedes APB Opinion No.
25, Accounting for Stock Issued to Employees, and its related imple-
mentation guidance.16 For effective dates and deferral informa-
tion, see www.fasb.org and www.sec.gov.
Scope
The Statement establishes standards for the accounting for trans-
actions in which an entity exchanges its equity instruments for
goods or services. The Statement focuses primarily on accounting
for transactions in which an entity obtains employee services in
share-based payment transactions. Additionally, the Statement
does not change the accounting guidance for share-based pay-
ment transactions with parties other than employees provided in
FASB Statement No. 123, as originally issued, and EITF Issue
No. 96-18, “Accounting for Equity Instruments That Are Issued
to Other Than Employees for Acquiring, or in Conjunction with
Selling, Goods or Services.” This Statement does not address the
accounting or employee share ownership plans, which are subject
to AICPA SOP 93-6, Employers’ Accounting for Employee Stock
Ownership Plans. However, this Statement eliminates the alterna-
tive to use APB Opinion No. 25’s intrinsic value method of ac-
counting that was provided in FASB Statement No. 123 as
originally issued. Under APB Opinion No. 25, issuing stock op-
tions to employees generally resulted in recognition of no com-
and measurement provisions of FASB Statement No. 123(R) for the entire life of
the instrument, unless its terms are modified after the time that the rights con-
veyed by the instrument are no longer dependent on the holder being an em-
ployee. The FASB has also issued FSP No. 123(R)-b, Practical Exception to the
Application of Grant Date as Defined in FASB Statement No. 123(R), to give guid-
ance on the application of grant date of an award subject to FASB Statement No.
123(R). Additionally, the FASB has issued FSP 123(R)-3, Transition Election Re-
lated to Accounting for the Tax Effects of Share-Based Payment Awards, to provide an
alternative transition method for use in calculating the payment awards and calcu-
lating the pool of excess tax benefits available to absorb tax deficiencies recognized
subsequent to adoption (www.fasb.org).
16. This includes AICPA Accounting Interpretation No. 1 of APB Opinion No. 25;
FASB Interpretation No. 28, Accounting for Stock Appreciation Rights and Other
Variable Stock Option or Award Plans; FASB Interpretation No. 38, Determining
the Measurement Date for Stock Option, Purchase, and Award Plans Involving Junior
Stock; and FASB Interpretation No. 44, Accounting for Certain Transactions Involv-
ing Compensation. See the standard for additional literature affected.
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pensation cost. This Statement requires entities to recognize the
cost of employee services received in exchange for awards of eq-
uity instruments based on the grant-date fair value of those
awards (with limited exceptions).
FASB Provides a Practical Exception to Grant Date Requirements
of FASB Statement No. 123(R). FASB Statement No. 123(R)
provides that share-based payments exchanged for employee ser-
vices and classified as equity awards generally are measured at
their fair value on the grant date. One of the requirements to
achieve a grant date is that the employer and the employee receiv-
ing the award (that is, the grantee), have a mutual understanding
of the key terms and conditions of an award. Based on discus-
sions with the FASB staff, it has been concluded that the signifi-
cant terms of an award (including the number of awards to be
granted to the individual employee) must be communicated to
the grantee to achieve a grant date and, therefore, a measurement
date under FASB Statement No. 123(R). For additional informa-
tion, go to www.fasb.org.
Some Auditing Considerations
Institutions of all sizes have issued stock options. Small institutions
have issued options to obtain skilled employees from larger institu-
tions. Large institutions offer stock options across the board to nu-
merous employees, including management. Under old accounting
rules, dilution was offset by the nonrecognition of compensation
expense related to the granting of options. Subsequent to the adop-
tion of FASB Statement No. 123(R), an option issuance would
both reduce net income and increase dilution, decreasing earnings
per share (EPS). Ironically, the shift toward the new standard could
cause an increase in EPS, as the company compensates by issuing
fewer options, decreasing outstanding shares. Management will
now be concerned with this delicate balance.
The auditor will need to adapt audit procedures surrounding
stock options; for many companies, stock options will now be a
material portion of the financial statements instead of a disclosure-
only item:
50
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• The auditor may notice a shift toward the issuing of re-
stricted stock. Institutions will be looking for additional
methods to change their compensation structures since there
will now be fewer options issued to management. The audi-
tor can evaluate any changes surrounding salaries and other
compensation incentives surrounding top management and
evaluate compliance with appropriate rules and regulations.
• Inherent risk will naturally increase surrounding any new
calculation methodologies. For assistance with application,
the auditor can refer to FASB literature as well as to SEC
SAB No. 107, Topic 14, Share-Based Payment.17 The afore-
mentioned literature is also discussed in the AICPA webcast,
FASB Stock Options: An Advanced Analysis of Statement No.
123(R), which is available at www.cpa2biz.com.
• Given the complicated nature of the accounting, manage-
ment may inappropriately alter stock option expense to
help manage the bottom line. Auditors need to pay close
attention to the underlying assumptions used by manage-
ment. AU section 342, Auditing Accounting Estimates
(AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1; AICPA, PCAOB
Standards and Related Rules), provides guidance on obtain-
ing and evaluating sufficient competent evidential matter
to support significant accounting estimates used in a
client’s financial statements.
Auditor Indemnification and Liability
AICPA Proposed Ethics Interpretation on Indemnifications
and Limitations of Liability Provisions.
On September 15, 2005, the AICPA Professional Ethics Execu-
tive Committee (PEEC) issued an omnibus proposal containing
17. Among other matters, SAB No. 107 notes that reasonable assumptions do not
imply a single conclusion or methodology, and it is rare for only one acceptable
choice to exist while estimating fair value. Additionally, estimates of fair value are
not intended to predict actual future events, and subsequent events are not neces-
sarily indicative of the reasonableness of original estimates. Additionally the SEC
Staff Progress Report on Market Approaches to Valuing Employee Stock Options Under
SFAS 123R reports on the SEC’s progress in evaluating proposals to value em-
ployee stock options (www.sec.gov).
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proposed interpretations on indemnification/limitation of liabil-
ity provisions and forensic accounting services. This omnibus
proposal includes a new proposed Ethics Interpretation No. 101-
16, “Indemnification, Limitation of Liability, and ADR Clauses
in Engagement Letters,” under Rule 101, Independence. The pro-
posed Interpretation would provide guidance to members on the
possible impact of certain indemnification and limitation of lia-
bility provisions may have on a member’s independence when in-
cluded in engagement letters or other agreements entered into
with a client. Under the proposal, certain types of indemnifica-
tion and limitation of liability provisions are considered to pose
an unacceptable threat to a member’s independence (for example,
where the member seeks to limit or eliminate his or her liability
with respect to actual damages arising from the member’s negli-
gence or the client’s negligence), whereas others would not impair
independence (for example, where a member seeks to limit or
eliminate his or her liability arising from the client’s knowing
misrepresentation, willful misconduct, or fraudulent behavior).
The proposed Interpretation also makes clear that the use of in-
demnification or limitation of liability provisions does not relieve
a member from the requirement to exercise due professional care
and comply with all professional standards (for example, in the
case of an audit, specific performance standards under generally
accepted auditing standards [GAAS]) as required by Rule 201,
General Standards and Rule 202, Compliance With Standards.
The proposal also describes the impact that specific indemnifica-
tion and limitation of liability provisions will have on a member’s
independence in connection with an attest engagement, includ-
ing those related to member’s negligence, willful misconduct, or
fraudulent behavior; client’s negligence; client’s knowing misrep-
resentation, willful misconduct, or fraudulent behavior; unsuc-
cessful party to pay adversary’s fees (loser pays arrangement); and
punitive damages. The proposed Interpretation also provides
guidance on arrangements whereby a member and client agree to
use arbitration, mediation, or other alternative dispute resolution
(ADR) methods to resolve a dispute between them, or an agree-
ment to waive a jury trial.
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When developing this proposal, the PEEC considered guidance
issued by other regulators, including the SEC, as well as the
Proposed Interagency Advisory issued by the Federal Financial
Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) on May 10, 2005,
Interagency Advisory on the Unsafe and Unsound Use of Limitation
of Liability Provisions and Certain Alternative Dispute Resolution
Provisions in External Audit Engagement Letters, but acknowl-
edged that there are critical differences between public or regu-
lated entities and nonpublic companies with respect to regulatory
oversight and requirements; investor and marketplace communi-
cations, access, and interactions; and board of directors and audit
committee composition, responsibilities, and procedures.
The SEC
The SEC’s Codification of Financial Reporting Policies and Fre-
quently Asked Questions—Indemnification by Client (Section
602.02.f.i). Inquiry was made about whether an accountant who
certifies financial statements included in a registration statement
or annual report filed with the SEC under the Securities Act or the
Exchange Act would be considered independent if he or she had
entered into an indemnity agreement with the registrant. In the
particular illustration cited, the board of directors of the registrant
formally approved the filing of a registration statement with the
SEC and agreed to indemnify and save harmless each and every
accountant who certified any part of such statement, “from any
and all losses, claims, damages or liabilities arising out of such act
or acts to which they or any of them may become subject under
the Securities Act, as amended, or at ‘common law,’ other than for
their willful misstatements or omissions.”
When an accountant and his or her client, directly or through an
affiliate, have entered into an agreement of indemnity that seeks to
ensure the accountant immunity from liability for his or her own
negligent acts, whether of omission or commission, one of the
major stimuli to objective and unbiased consideration of the prob-
lems encountered in a particular engagement is removed or greatly
weakened. Such a condition must frequently induce a departure
from the standards of objectivity and impartiality that the concept
of independence implies. In difficult matters, such as the determi-
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nation of the scope of audit necessary, existence of such an agree-
ment may easily lead to the use of less extensive or thorough pro-
cedures than would otherwise be followed. In other cases, it may
result in a failure to appraise with professional acumen the infor-
mation disclosed by the examination. Consequently, the accoun-
tant cannot be recognized as independent for the purpose of
certifying the financial statements of the corporation.
Question 4 of the SEC’s December 13, 2004, FAQ on Auditor In-
dependence. Has there been any change in the Commission’s
longstanding view (Financial Reporting Policies—Section
600–602.02.f.i. “Indemnification by Client”) that when an ac-
countant enters into an indemnity agreement with the registrant,
his or her independence would come into question?
Answer. No. When an accountant and his or her client, directly or
through an affiliate, enters into an agreement of indemnity that
seeks to provide the accountant immunity from liability for his or
her own negligent acts, whether of omission or commission, the
accountant is not independent. Further, including in engagement
letters a clause that a registrant would release, indemnify, or hold
harmless from any liability and costs resulting from knowing mis-
representations by management would also impair the firm’s in-
dependence. (www.sec.gov)
Regulatory Update
Recent Statutory Accounting Principles
The NAIC continues to create and clarify statutory accounting
guidance for certain insurance enterprises through an ongoing
maintenance process. The most recent Accounting Practices and
Procedures Manual was published by the NAIC as of March
2005. Modifications made subsequent to the publication of the
Manual are available from the NAIC Web site. The insurance
laws and regulations of the states require insurance companies
domiciled in those states to comply with the guidance provided
in the Manual except as prescribed or permitted by state law.
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The 2005 Manual contains two Statements of Statutory Ac-
counting Practices adopted in 2004 and effective for implemen-
tation on January 1, 2005:
1. SSAP No. 88, Investments in Subsidiary, Controlled and Af-
filiated Entities, a Replacement of SSAP No. 46, revises the
accounting model for determining which noninsurance
entities are subject to statutory basis valuation adjust-
ments. These entities are valued based on audited GAAP
equity with adjustments made as specified in paragraph 9
of the SSAP, mostly to reduce GAAP equity for assets that
would be nonadmitted or not recognized on a statutory
basis.
2. SSAP No. 91, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Fi-
nancial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities, replaces
SSAP No. 18, Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and
Extinguishments of Liabilities; SSAP No. 33, Securitization;
and SSAP No. 45, Repurchase Agreements, Reverse Repur-
chase Agreements and Dollar Repurchase Agreements. SSAP
No. 91 is modeled on FASB Statement No. 140, Account-
ing for Transfers and Servicing of Financial Assets and Extin-
guishments of Liabilities, which was a replacement of FASB
Statement No.125, the basis for SSAPs No. 18, No. 33,
and No. 45.
In September 2005, the NAIC modified SSAP No. 62, Property
and Casualty Reinsurance, by expanding disclosure requirements
for 2005 regarding reinsurance contracts that may contain finite
reinsurance characteristics. Although the new disclosures are to
be included in response to Interrogatories in the 2005 Annual
Statement filings, the revisions to the SSAPs defers the require-
ment to include these disclosures in the audited financial state-
ments until year-end 2006. For additional information, see the
section “New NAIC Reinsurance Disclosure and Filing Require-
ments” in the Accounting and Auditing section of this alert.
The NAIC is continuing to study risk transfer issues for Property
Casualty companies. The American Academy of Actuaries Com-
mittee on Property and Liability Financial Reporting issued a
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study in August 2005 entitled, Risk Transfer in P&C Reinsur-
ance: Report to the Casualty Actuarial Task Force (CATF) of the
NAIC. The report contains the results of a survey of current in-
dustry practices regarding risk transfer and alternative approaches
to the evaluation of risk transfer. The Property and Casualty
Reinsurance Study Group (Study Group) of the NAIC Account-
ing Practices and Procedures (E) Task Force is currently studying
the analysis of risk transfer to qualify for reinsurance accounting.
In a memorandum dated March 24, 2005, the Study Group re-
quested the assistance of the CATF to identify what risk transfer
tests are being used in the industry today and to provide guidance
on what the minimum transfer of risk standard should be. The
Study Group has indicated its intention to complete the analysis
and be prepared to adopt changes effective by year-end; therefore
more guidance should be anticipated in this area.
As of September 2005, two new SSAPs have been adopted that
are not effective until January 1, 2006:
1. SSAP No. 90, Accounting for the Impairment or Disposal of
Real Estate Investments. This SSAP supersedes paragraphs
9, 10 and 19 of SSAP No. 40, Real Estate Investments. It
adopts FASB Statement No. 144 with modification (see
paragraphs 40 and 41 of SSAP No. 90 for specifics).
2. SSAP No. 93, Accounting for Low Income Housing Tax
Credit Property Investments. The SSAP requires such invest-
ments to be carried at the lower of amortized cost or fair
value, which is a change to the previous requirement for
the use of equity accounting.
As of September 2005, SSAP No. 92, Treatment of Cash Flows
When Quantifying Changes in Valuation and Impairments, An
Amendment to SSAP No. 43—Loan-backed and Structured Securi-
ties, was still under consideration with a tentative effective date of
years beginning on and after December 31, 2005.
An exception to the 90 day non-admission guidance in SSAP No.
6, Uncollected Premium Balances, Bills Receivable for Premiums
and Amounts Due from Agents and Brokers, was passed for policy-
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holders affected by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. Auditors work-
ing with insurers affected by those storms should be aware of this
exception.
Additionally, 17 new Interpretations were adopted during 2004
and incorporated in the revised Manual. As of September 2005,
14 new Interpretations were adopted that are effective for 2005.
Additionally, several “nonsubstantive” revisions to various SSAPs
and changes to the Appendixes were made during 2004 and
through September 2005.
NAIC—Actuarial Data Integrity
Effective for 2004 year-end audits, the NAIC Property and Casu-
alty Annual Statement Instructions were revised to require addi-
tional coordination among the auditor, the appointed actuary,
and management and may potentially require additional proce-
dures for the auditor related to claim loss and loss adjustment ex-
pense data. Section 9 of the instructions, “Scope of Examination
and Report of Independent Certified Public Accountant,” states:
The insurer shall also require that the independent certified
public accountant subject the data used by the appointed actu-
ary to testing procedures. The auditor is required to determine
what historical data and methods have been used by manage-
ment in developing the loss reserve estimate and whether he or
she will rely on the same data or other statistical data in evalu-
ating the reasonableness of the loss reserve estimate. After iden-
tifying the relevant data, the auditor should obtain an
understanding of the controls related to the completeness, ac-
curacy, and classification of loss data and perform testing as the
auditor deems appropriate. Through inquiry of the appointed
actuary, the auditor should obtain an understanding of the
data identified by the appointed actuary as significant. It is rec-
ognized that there will be instances when data identified by the
appointed actuary as significant to his or her reserve projec-
tions would not otherwise have been tested as part of the audit,
and separate testing would be required. Unless otherwise
agreed among the appointed actuary, management and the au-
ditor, the scope of the work performed by the auditor in test-
ing the claims data in the course of the audit would be
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sufficient to determine whether the data tested is fairly stated
in all material respects in relation to the statutory financial
statements taken as a whole. The auditing procedures should
be applied to the claim loss and defense and cost containment
expense data used by the appointed actuary and would be ap-
plied to activity that occurred in the current calendar year
(e.g., tests of payments on claims paid during the current cal-
endar year).
There may be circumstances in which data deemed significant by
the appointed actuary are not included as part of the statutory fi-
nancial statement audit. This may result in a need for additional
testing outside the scope of the statutory audit to comply with the
NAIC data integrity requirements. The conclusion regarding the
need for the auditor to perform additional procedures should be
agreed with management, after discussion with the appointed ac-
tuary. Additional procedures needed to fulfill the NAIC require-
ment for data integrity could be accomplished through an
Agreed-Upon Procedures report, performed in accordance with
AICPA professional standards. In October 2004, the American
Academy of Actuaries Committee on Property & Liability Finan-
cial Reporting published a paper on this area entitled Data Testing
Requirement in 2004 P/C Annual Statement Instructions: Guidance
For Actuaries Signing Statements of Actuarial Opinions on Loss and
Loss Expense Reserves. The paper can be found on the American
Academy of Actuaries Web site at: www.actuary.org.
NAIC Adoption of FASB Statement No. 132(R) Disclosures
In the summer of 2005, the NAIC determined that all insurance
entities will be required to comply with the disclosure require-
ments of FASB Statement No. 132(R), Employers’ Disclosures
about Pensions and Other Postretirement Benefits, in both annual
and audited financial statements (that is, the reduced disclosures
for nonpublic entities was rejected by the NAIC).
Consideration of the Examiner’s Handbook
The MAR states that auditors “shall” consider the procedures in the
NAIC Financial Condition Examiner’s Handbook (the Examiner’s
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Handbook) in the conduct of the audit as the independent certi-
fied public accountant deems necessary. Although the AICPA
supports increased communication with regulators and a better
understanding of the financial examination process and proce-
dures, it does not require auditors to perform procedures from
the Examiner’s Handbook that they would not have otherwise
performed as part of a GAAS audit. This revision of the MAR
places emphasis on giving consideration to the procedures con-
tained in the Examiner’s Handbook. In planning the audit, auditors
may consider incorporating into their planning documentation
that they have given consideration to the Examiner’s Handbook
procedures as they deemed necessary. In the conduct of financial
examinations, examiners review, use, and/or rely upon the auditor’s
working papers.
Reminder—Access to CPA Audit Documentation
An external auditor is required by the NAIC MAR to provide
timely access to or copies of audit documentation when requested
by regulators.
Interpretation No. 1, “Providing Access to or Copies of Audit
Documentation to a Regulator,” of AU section 339, Audit
Documentation (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec.
9339.01–.15; AICPA, PCAOB Standards and Related Rules, AU
sec. 9339.01–.15), addresses the responsibilities of an auditor
when a regulator requests access to audit documentation. Audi-
tors should note that PCAOB Auditing Standard No. 3 (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1, PC sec. 150), supersedes AU section
339 (but not AU section 9339) for audits of public companies
and other issuers.
The AICPA’s task force on NAIC matters has worked actively
with subgroups consisting of designated regulators and NAIC
representatives to pursue ways to increase the examiners’ reliance
upon the statutory audit and use of underlying audit documenta-
tion. Suggested protocols were forwarded to the Financial Exam-
iners Handbook Technical Group for consideration of possible
revisions to the Examiner’s Handbook, and letters were sent to
chief examiners in the states apprising them of the new process.
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The AICPA NAIC Task Force helped to establish the four-step
process to provide a protocol for financial examiners that are hav-
ing difficulty in pursuing a resolution of (1) questions with re-
spect to a firm’s individual engagement to perform a statutory
audit, (2) difficulties in gaining access to working papers, or (3)
the regulator’s concerns about the work performed by the CPA. If
a financial examiner determines that additional response is re-
quired, after informing appropriate management, the financial
examiner would contact the following individuals in this sug-
gested order, as needed:
1. The engagement partner
2. The designated national firm representative
3. Chair of the insurer’s audit committee
4. State board of accountancy, ethics (or quality review) com-
mittee, or other regulatory bodies deemed appropriate
Firms or individual practitioners performing statutory audits of
regulated insurance entities that wish to designate a national firm
representative and have not already done so should contact NAIC
representatives at (816) 783-8006 or (816) 783-8132.
The American Jobs Creation Act of 2004
The American Jobs Creation Act of 2004, (the Jobs Creation Act)
(Pub. L. No. 108-357), contains changes to a variety of areas and
is expected to affect most businesses. Areas of practice affecting
insurance companies include but are not limited to unfunded de-
ferred compensation plans, new disclosure and penalty regimes
for reportable transactions (tax shelters), distributions from poli-
cyholder and shareholder surplus accounts, foreign earnings taxa-
tion (including tax credits and temporary incentives for U.S.
corporations to repatriate earnings previously reinvested in for-
eign subsidiaries),18 and transition repeal of the Foreign Sales
Corporation/Extraterritorial regime.
60
18. Practitioners can also refer to FASB Board Directed FSP 109-2, Accounting and
Disclosure Guidance for the Foreign Earnings Repatriation Provision within the Amer-
ican Jobs Creation Act of 2004, effective December 2004.
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More specifically for insurance companies, the Senate amend-
ment provision suspends for a stock life insurance company’s tax-
able years beginning after December 31, 2003, and before
January 1, 2006, the application of rules imposing income tax on
distributions to shareholders from the policyholder’s surplus ac-
count of a life insurance company (Internal Revenue Code [IRC]
section 815). The provision also reverses the order in which dis-
tribution reduces various accounts, so that distributions would be
treated as first made out of the policyholder’s surplus account, to
the extent thereof, and then out of the shareholders surplus ac-
count, and lastly out of other accounts. Furthermore, because
foreign related-party reinsurance arrangements may be used as a
technique for eroding the U.S. tax base, the Act amends IRC Sec-
tion 845(a) to clarify that the IRS has the authority to allocate,
recharacterize, or make any other adjustment to items of each
party to a reinsurance agreement, in order to reflect the proper
amount, source, or character of the item. For further informa-
tion, see the Jobs Creation Act.
The Pension Funding Equity Act of 2004
The Pension Funding Equity Act of 2004 (the Pension Act)
(H.R. 3108) contains certain provisions that affect property and
casualty insurance companies. The Pension Act modifies the def-
inition of a property casualty insurance company and contains sig-
nificant changes to the definition of a Section 501(c)(15)
tax-exempt insurance company. Additionally, the Pension Act re-
peals the Section 809 differential earnings adjustment for mutual
life insurance companies. Separate portions of the Act have mul-
tiple effective dates, starting with tax years beginning after Decem-
ber 31, 2003.
Defining a Property Casualty (Liability) Insurance Company
Prior to the Act. The definition of a property casualty insurance
company was based on the company’s “primary and predominant
business activity,” that is, a company was considered to be a
property casualty insurance company if its primary and predomi-
nant business was insurance. A separate definition of an insurance
company applied to life insurance companies as defined in Section
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816(a) of the IRC, which stated that an insurance company is any
company for which “more than half of its business during the tax
year is the issuing of insurance or annuity contracts or the rein-
suring of risks underwritten by insurance companies.”
Subsequent to the Act. The Pension Act created a uniform defin-
ition of an insurance company for property casualty and life insur-
ance companies by amending the definition of a property casualty
insurance company in Section 831 to include the definition stated
in Section 816(a). The new definition of a property casualty in-
surance company may affect companies that have substantial
amounts of other business activity, such as investment income
relative to their insurance income. The classification of an entity
as an insurance company for federal tax purposes has potentially
broad implications, including classification as a corporation for
federal tax purposes, eligibility for certain favorable accounting
methods, and the avoidance of classification as a passive foreign
investment company. The change is effective for tax years begin-
ning after December 31, 2003, for most property casualty insur-
ance companies.
Tax-Exempt Status of a Property Casualty Insurance Company
(Section 501(c)(15))
The effective date for changes are for tax years beginning after
December 31, 2003, with special transition provisions with re-
spect to certain companies. The summary below is for informa-
tional purposes only and should not be relied upon as a substitute
for a complete reading of the code.
Pension Funding Equity Act of
Existing Law in 2003 2004 Amendments
A non-life insurance company qualifies 1. For companies other than mutual 
for tax-exempt status if the greater of property casualty companies, annual
net or direct written premiums, gross receipts, determined on a 
determined on a controlled group basis, controlled group basis, must not
does not exceed $350 thousand. exceed $600 thousand and premiums
received must be greater than 50
percent of gross receipts.
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Pension Funding Equity Act of
Existing Law in 2003 2004 Amendments
2. For a mutual property casualty
company, annual gross receipts must
not exceed $150 thousand and annual
premiums must be greater than 35
percent of gross receipts, provided
that certain code requirements are met.
There is no limitation on the amount 1. The premium requirement determines
of “nonpremium” (e.g., investment) that nonpremium (e.g., investment)
income that a tax-exempt non-life income must be $300 thousand or less.
insurance company may receive in a 
tax year. However, the amount of  2. For a mutual property casualty
nonpremium income may affect  company, the aforementioned 
whether the entity is an insurance  premium requirement determines 
company for federal tax purposes  that the most nonpremium (e.g., 
and therefore determines its investment) income a company can
tax-exempt status. have is $97,499 (less than 65 percent
of $150 thousand).
Control group definition: The Control group definition: The Pension
premium test is determined by Act adds the requirement to include the
including all members of a controlled receipts of foreign and tax-exempt
group, which is defined by Section corporations to the control group.
1563(a) (50-percent ownership 
requirement, with life insurance 
companies included).
The changes to tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(15) will
cause some companies that were tax-exempt in 2003 to become
taxable in 2004 and 2005. These companies should evaluate the
implications of a transition from tax-exempt to taxable status.
Consideration should be given to the effect of any change on ac-
counting methods, accounting periods, carryover of tax attrib-
utes, filing requirements, and personal holding company taxes.
Consideration should also be given to any financial statement im-
plications, including annual statements that may be filed with
state insurance commissioners.
Section 831(b) Election
The Pension Act also made a small change to the definition of an
insurance company that may elect to be taxed only on investment
income.
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Pension Funding Equity Act of
Existing Law in 2003 2004 Amendments
The choice to be taxed only on The choice to be taxed only on 
investment income (831(b) election): investment income (831(b) election):
• Is available if the greater of net or • Is available if the greater of net or
direct written premiums exceeds direct written premiums does not
$350 thousand but does not exceed $1.2 million (floor is 
exceed $1.2 million. eliminated).
In addition, in 2004 and 2005, there has been significant press
regarding the difficulties that many companies have faced and
continue to face in making their minimum pension funding con-
tributions. With the decline in the stock market in recent years,
many pension plans experienced significant asset losses that re-
sulted in overfunded positions shifting into underfunded status.
These plans are subject to the minimum funding requirements of
the pension laws. As such, the asset losses must be paid for
through increased minimum funding requirements. Although al-
most all pension plans required additional contributions, pension
plans of large companies were especially affected because of the
additional funding rules that apply to these plans.
For large pension plans, a portion of the minimum funding re-
quirement is based upon the difference between the plan’s current
liability and the value of the plan’s assets. The current liability is
a measure of the value of the benefits earned to date and is gen-
erally calculated using an interest rate based upon the interest
rates on 30-year Treasury securities as specified by the IRS. The
contribution based upon this difference, referred to as the deficit
reduction contribution (DRC) resulted in large increases in con-
tributions for employers with large under funded plans, many of
whom had no funding requirements in recent years.
Employers have found that the DRC has increased significantly
for two reasons. The first is the asset losses described above,
which widened (or created) the deficit between current liability
and assets. The second is that the interest rate used to calculate
the current liability has been depressed in comparison to other
interest rates in the market place. Employers argued that interest
rates more reflective of the market should be used to calculate the
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current liability. In response, Congress adjusted the interest rate
used for plan years beginning in 2002 and 2003 to allow interest
rates as high as 120 percent of the 30-year Treasury rate, rather
than 105 percent.
Some companies have taken the step of terminating their under-
funded plans, which adds to the liability of the Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC). Congress passed the Pension
Funding Equity Act to provide some relief for the 2004 and 2005
plan years by:
• Replacing the interest rate based upon the 30-year Treasury
securities with an interest rate based upon long-term invest-
ment grade corporate bonds; and
• Allowing for the election of an alternate DRC calculation for
certain plans of employers in the airline and steel industries.
The interest rate based on long-term investment grade corporate
bonds is significantly higher than the interest rate based on the
30-year Treasury securities. The use of a higher interest rate re-
duces the calculated current liability and thus has the effect of re-
ducing the DRC for an underfunded plan. In cases with only
some underfunding, the use of the rate based on corporate bond
rates will eliminate the need to make a DRC altogether. This re-
lief applied to all defined benefit plans, not to plans in specific in-
dustries.
Multiemployer plans are not subject to the DRC calculation; how-
ever, they also need to increase the funding requirements because of
the asset losses. Under the Pension Act, multiemployer plans can
elect to defer the amortization of certain investment losses. Lastly,
for 2004 and 2005, the Pension Act changed the interest rate used
for non-annuity benefits under section 415(b) of the IRC by re-
placing the 30-year Treasury rate with a flat rate of 5.5 percent.
Terrorism Insurance Developments
The market for terrorism risk insurance was severely disrupted by
the events of September 11, 2001. Those events resulted in rein-
surers choosing to no longer cover terrorism risk, or if they do, to
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make coverage extremely expensive. On November 26, 2002, the
President signed into law the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act
(TRIA) of 2002. TRIA, which became effective immediately, es-
tablished a temporary federal program of shared public and pri-
vate compensation for insured commercial property and casualty
losses resulting from acts of terrorism.
Accordingly, terrorism exclusions on existing insurance policies
were removed and all policyholders had the ability to secure cov-
erage for terrorism risk through mandatory offer requirements
placed on insurers. TRIA placed the federal government tem-
porarily in the terrorism risk reinsurance business because the
program was written to sunset on December 31, 2005. However,
bills have been introduced in 2005 in both the Senate (S.467)
and the House of Representatives (H.R.1153) to extend TRIA
for an additional two years, to December 31, 2007, with a run-
off period into 2008 for policies written in 2007.
Congressional hearings were held during the summer of 2005 to
stress the importance of extending TRIA, particularly after a June
30, 2005 report was released by the U.S. Treasury Department
which concluded that the insurance industry is now capable of
providing terrorism insurance on its own. The concern is that, in
the absence of TRIA, it is likely that terrorism exclusions will
again become the norm for commercial line policies and that pri-
vate reinsurers are not likely to fill the reinsurance capacity void if
TRIA expires.
Under the existing program, once an insurer has suffered a loss
equal to its deductible, the United States Treasury will cover 90
percent of the losses above the deductible. The insurer’s de-
ductible increases over the life of the program. In 2004, the de-
ductible was equal to 10 percent and increased to 15 percent in
2005. TRIA also provides the Treasury with the authority to re-
coup federal payments via policyholder surcharges. The maxi-
mum amount of any potential policyholder surcharge that can be
imposed is 3 percent per year. Some of the enhancements and
provisions included in the proposed bills include the following:
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• Coverage for group life policies (TRIA currently covers
only commercial Property Casualty policies.)
• An extension of the “mandatory availability” provisions.
• Deductible percentages in the range of 15 percent to 20
percent for 2006 and 2007, respectively.
• An increase in the trigger for recoupment of the mandatory
surcharge on commercial policyholders from $15 million in
2005 to $17.5 million and $20 million for 2006 and 2007,
respectively.
• Provisions for continued studies to be performed by the
GAO and the Treasury Department to assess the ongoing
impact of TRIA on effectiveness and market capacity.
Practitioners need to remain alert to developments in this area
and depending on what laws are in place, carefully assess effects
surrounding disclosures, liability accruals, and subsequent events
for 2005 fiscal year-ends.
The NAIC members have adopted model disclosure forms to as-
sist insurers in complying with the TRIA. The model disclosure
forms may be used by insurers to meet their obligation under the
rules, provide policyholders with the status of current coverage,
and, in some cases, make a selection regarding future insurance
coverage for acts of terrorism. Insurers must comply with state
law and TRIA, and are encouraged to review the disclosure forms
in light of their current policy language, state legal requirements,
and the provisions of the TRIA.
SEC Information for Auditors of Insurance Company Depositors19
In light of the need for immediate guidance, the SEC staff would
not object if insurance company depository financial statements
included in the registration statements of variable annuity and
variable life insurance contracts are audited in accordance with ei-
ther PCAOB auditing standards or GAAS. This position applies
19. From the March 28, 2005, PCAOB Reporter article, SEC Staff Allows Choice of
Audit Standard for Insurance Company Depositors.
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only to mutual insurance companies and other insurance com-
pany depositors whose sole nexus to the 1934 Act is as depositor
of one or more separate accounts that issue variable insurance
contracts and that are registered as investment companies under
the Investment Company Act. This determination does not rep-
resent a legal conclusion as to the requirements of the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act or the PCAOB. Practitioners should remain alert to
developments in this area.
Note that in a letter from the chief accountant of the Investment
Management Division to the industry and to the PCAOB, the
staff clarified that the financial statements of insurance company
depositors that are, in their own right 1934 filers, including mu-
tual insurance companies that issue registered market value ad-
justment contracts, must be audited in accordance with PCAOB
standards. In addition, the financial statements of registered sep-
arate accounts that issue variable insurance contracts must be au-
dited in accordance with PCAOB standards. For additional
information, see the referenced article.
SEC Guidance About Non-GAAP Financial Measures
In January 2003, the SEC published its final rule to implement
Section 401(b) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act. Section 401(b) re-
quired the SEC to issue a rule about the disclosure of pro forma
financial information in any reports filed with the SEC, or in any
public disclosures or press releases. The SEC rule adopts the term
non-GAAP financial measures rather than pro forma financial in-
formation to eliminate confusion with pro forma disclosures that
are required under existing SEC rules and regulations.
As required by Sarbanes-Oxley, whenever a company presents a
non-GAAP financial measure, Regulation G will require presen-
tation of a numerical reconciliation to the most directly compara-
ble measurement calculated using GAAP. Regulation G also
explicitly prohibits the presentation of inaccurate or misleading
non-GAAP financial measures.
The final SEC rule defines a non-GAAP financial measure as a
numerical measure of a company’s historical or future financial
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performance, financial position, or cash flows that excludes (in-
cludes) amounts or is subject to adjustments that have the effect
of excluding (including) amounts, that are included (excluded) in
the most directly comparable measure calculated in accordance
with GAAP.
The definition of non-GAAP financial measures specifically ex-
cludes measures that are required to be disclosed by GAAP, SEC
rules, or an applicable system of regulation imposed by a govern-
ment, governmental authority, or self-regulatory organization.
Therefore, statutory-basis financial ratios (for example, combined
ratios) used by insurance registrants in SEC filings to describe the
results of operations are considered outside the scope of the non-
GAAP rules as long as those ratios are identical (in terms of both
formula and result) to those presented in required filings with in-
surance regulators.
In addition to Regulation G, the SEC also amended Regulations
S-K and S-B to impose additional requirements and restrictions
on the disclosure of non-GAAP financial measures in SEC filings.
Among other things, the amendments to Regulations S-K and S-
B prohibit the presentation of performance measures that exclude
charges or gains identified as “nonrecurring, infrequent or un-
usual,” unless the excluded items meet certain conditions. Many
insurance companies use the term operating earnings (or similar
non-GAAP terms) in discussing financial results within SEC fil-
ings. Insurance companies have defined operating earnings in a
variety of different ways; however, the most common definition is
net income excluding after-tax realized investment gains and
losses. Under the non-GAAP rules, the term operating earnings is
prohibited from being used in SEC filings because it is considered
a performance measure that is adjusted to eliminate or smooth
items (such as realized investment gains and losses), which have ei-
ther occurred in the prior two years or are likely to recur within
two years from the balance-sheet date. The SEC staff has occa-
sionally required insurance companies to restate Form 10-Q fil-
ings because the registrants originally used the term operating
earnings or a similar term in discussing results of operations.
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Recent Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements,
Quality Control, and Other Guidance
Presented below is a list of auditing and attestation pronounce-
ments, guides, and other guidance issued since the publication of
last year’s Alert. For information on auditing, attestation and re-
lated standards and guidance issued subsequent to the writing of
this Alert, please refer to the AICPA Web site at www.aicpa.org/
members/div/auditstd/technic.htm. The PCAOB sets auditing
and attestation standards for audits of public companies. See the
PCAOB Web site at www.pcaobus.org for information about its
activities and any recently issued standards. You may also look for
announcements of newly issued standards in the CPA Letter,
Journal of Accountancy, and in the quarterly electronic newsletter,
In Our Opinion, issued by the AICPA Auditing Standards team
and available at www.aicpa.org.
AU section 339 and related Audit Documentation
amendment This SAS supersedes AU section 339 (SAS No.
(SAS No. 103) 96) of the same name, and establishes standards
and provides guidance to an auditor of a nonissuer
on audit documentation for audits of financial
statements or other financial information being
reported on. In developing the standard, the
AICPA considered the documentation 
requirements of the PCAOB’s Auditing Standard
No. 3; the International Auditing and Assurance
Standards Board’s September 2004 Exposure
Draft; ISA 230, Audit Documentation; suggestions
from the National Association of State Boards
of Accountancy; and the Government Auditing
Standards.
Amendment to AU section “Dating of the Independent Auditor’s Report.” 
530.01 and .05, Codification The amendment to AU section 530 requires that
of Auditing Standards and the auditor’s report not be dated earlier than the 
Procedures date on which the auditor has obtained sufficient
competent audit evidence to support the opinion
October, 2005 on the financial statements.
(applicable to audits conducted
in accordance with GAAS)
SAS No. 102 and related Defining Professional Requirements in Statements 
amendment on Auditing Standards
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This standard defines the degree of responsibility
imposed on the auditor when certain imperatives
(such as must, is required, and should) are used in
the audit and attest standards.
Amendment to AU section The amendment to AU section 150 adds a
150.05, Generally Accepted requirement for the auditor to document his or
Auditing Standards her justification for a departure from the SASs in
the working papers.
October, 2005
(applicable to audits conducted
in accordance with GAAS)
SSAE No. 13 Defining Professional Requirements in Statements
October 2005 on Standards for Attestation Engagements
(applicable to attestations This standard defines the degree of responsibility
conducted in accordance with imposed on the practitioner when certain 
AICPA attestation standards) imperatives (such as must, is required, and should)
are used in the audit and attest standards.
AICPA Audit Interpretation “Auditing Interests in Trusts Held by a Third-
No. 1 of AU Section 328, Party Trustee and Reported at Fair Value”
Auditing Fair Value “Auditing Investments in Securities Where a
Measurements and Disclosures Readily Determinable Fair Value Does Not Exist”
AICPA Audit Interpretation These Interpretations clarify that simply receiving
No. 1 of AU Section 332, a confirmation from a third party (including a
Auditing Derivative Instruments, trustee) does not in and of itself constitute adequate
Hedging Activities, and audit evidence with respect to the valuation 
Investments in Securities assertion of interests in trusts or investments in
(July 2005) securities. The Interpretations also reiterate the 
(applicable to audits responsibility of management to institute 
conducted in accordance accounting and financial reporting processes for
with GAAS) the determination of fair value measurements.
According to the Interpretations, if the auditor is
unable to audit the existence or measurement of
interests in investments in securities at the financial
statement date, the auditor should consider whether
that scope limitation requires the auditor to 
qualify his or her opinion or disclaim an opinion.
AICPA Audit Interpretation “Requirement to Consult with the Continuing 
No. 1 of AU Section 625, Accountant”
Reports on the Application  This Interpretation provides guidance on when
of Accounting Principles it is acceptable to not seek a “second opinion” 
(January 2005) from a continuing accountant.
(applicable to audits 
conducted in accordance 
with GAAS) (continued)
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AICPA Audit Interpretation “Evaluation of the Appropriateness of Informative
No. 12 of AU Section 623, Disclosures in Insurance Enterprises’ Financial 
Special Reports Statements Prepared on a Statutory Basis”
(amended January 2005) This Interpretation clarifies that financial statements
(applicable to audits prepared on a statutory basis are financial
conducted in accordance statements prepared on a comprehensive basis
with GAAS) of accounting other than GAAP, and provides
general guidance on disclosures necessary for 
financial statements prepared on an other 
comprehensive basis of accounting.
AICPA Audit Interpretation “Evaluating the Adequacy of Disclosure and
No. 14 of AU Section 623, Presentation in Financial Statements Prepared
Special Reports in Conformity with an Other Comprehensive
(amended January 2005) Basis of Accounting (OCBOA)”
(applicable to audits This Interpretation provides guidance on necessary
conducted in accordance disclosures for financial statements prepared on an
with GAAS) other comprehensive basis of accounting.
AICPA Audit Interpretation “Auditor Reports on Regulatory Accounting or
No. 15 of AU Section 623, Presentation When the Regulated Entity Distributes
Special Reports the Financial Statements to Parties Other Than 
(January 2005) the Regulatory Agency Either Voluntarily or
(applicable to audits Upon Specific Request”
conducted in accordance This Interpretation provides illustrative language
with GAAS) for an auditor’s report prepared on a regulatory
basis of accounting prescribed by a regulatory
agency, where the financial statements are not
prepared solely for filing with that agency.
AICPA Attest Interpretation “Reporting on Attestation Engagements 
No. 6 of AT Section 101, Performed in Accordance with Government
Attest Engagements Auditing Standards”
(December 2004) This Interpretation provides illustrative language
(applicable to attestations for an attestation report for engagements 
conducted in accordance performed pursuant to generally accepted
with AICPA attestation government auditing standards.
standards)
AICPA Technical Practice “Consideration of Impact of Losses From Natural
Aid 9070.05 Disasters Occurring After Completion of Audit
(August 2005) Field Work and Signing of the Auditor’s Report
(nonauthoritative) But Before Issuance of the Auditor’s Report and
Related Financial Statements”
AICPA Technical Practice “Audit Considerations When Client Evidence and
Aid 8345.01 Corroborating Evidence in Support of the
(September 2005) Financial Statements Has Been Destroyed by Fire,
(nonauthoritative) Flood, or Natural Disaster”
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AICPA Technical Practice “Considerations When Audit Documentation 
Aid 8345.02 Has Been Destroyed by Fire, Flood, or Natural 
(September 2005) Disaster”
(nonauthoritative)
AICPA Practice Alert 2005-01 Auditing Procedures With Respect to Variable
(September 2005) Interest Entities
(nonauthoritative) The purpose of this Practice Alert is to provide
guidance to auditors in planning and performing
auditing procedures with respect to variable 
interest entities.
PCAOB Auditing Reporting on Whether a Previously Reported 
Standard No. 4 Material Weakness Continues To Exist
(TBD 2005) This standard applies if auditors report on the 
(Applicable to audits elimination of a material weakness in a company’s
conducted in accordance internal control over financial reporting. The
with PCAOB standards only) standard establishes a voluntary engagement that
would be performed at the election of the company.
PCAOB Conforming Conforming Amendment to PCAOB Related 
Amendment Auditing and Professional Practice Standards
(TBD 2005) Resulting from the Adoption of the Auditing
(Applicable to audits Standard No. 4
conducted in accordance
with PCAOB standards only)
PCAOB Rules Ethics and Independence Rules Concerning 
(TBD 2005) Independence, Tax Services, and Contingent Fees
(Applicable to audits See the AICPA Independence and Ethics 
conducted in accordance Developments—2005/06 for further information.
with PCAOB standards only)
PCAOB Staff Questions 1. Auditing Internal Control over Financial 
and Answers Reporting. The PCAOB has issued two sets of  
(Various dates) questions and answers in 2005 relating to the 
(Applicable to audits issuance of PCAOB No. 2—question 37, and
conducted in accordance questions 38 through 55.
with PCAOB standards only) 2. Attest Engagements Regarding XBRL Financial
Information Furnished Under the XBRL Voluntary
Financial Reporting Program on the EDGAR
System.
(continued)
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AICPA Audit and Accounting The Auditor’s Guide to Understanding PCAOB 
Practice Aid Auditing Standard No. 2
(nonauthoritative) This publication walks an auditor through all the
key requirements of PCAOB Auditing Standard
No. 2 and provides insight and analysis on what
those requirements mean.
AICPA Audit and Accounting SAS No. 70 Reports and Employee Benefit Plans
Practice Aid This publication provides guidance on the use of
(nonauthoritative) SAS No. 70 reports in audits performed in 
accordance with GAAS. In addition, this 
publication includes checklists and forms to help
implement the guidance.
AICPA Audit and Accounting Illustrative Disclosures on Derivative Loan 
Practice Aid Commitments
(nonauthoritative) This Practice Aid provides illustrations of 
disclosures of derivative loan commitments in 
accordance with the reporting and disclosure
guidance cited in SEC SAB No. 105, Application
of Accounting Principles to Loan Commitments.
AICPA Audit and Accounting Auditing Recipients of Federal Awards: Practical 
Practice Aid Guidance for Applying OMB Circular A-133,
(nonauthoritative) third edition
This new edition covers the 2003 revision to
Government Auditing Standards. It includes a
CD-ROM containing detailed programs and
checklists to assist in the audits of entities that 
receive federal assistance.
Accounting Trends Employee Benefit Plans
& Techniques This publication provides extensive illustrative
(nonauthoritative) financial statements and note disclosures for 
employee benefit plans.
Accounting Trends Not-for-Profit Organizations
& Techniques This publication provides extensive illustrative
(nonauthoritative) financial statements and note disclosures for 
not-for-profit organizations.
Guidance on Management Management Override of Internal Controls: The
Override of Internal Controls Achilles’ Heel of Fraud Prevention—The Audit
(nonauthoritative) Committee and Oversight of Financial Reporting
This guidance is available through the AICPA
Audit Committee Effectiveness Center at www.
aicpa.org/audcommctr (go to “Spotlight Area”).
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AICPA Toolkit The AICPA Audit Committee Toolkit: 
(nonauthoritative) Not-for-Profit Organizations
This toolkit provides a comprehensive set of best
practices for audit committees of not-for-profit
organizations to help them carry out their 
responsibilities effectively. The not-for-profit
toolkit covers governance topics ranging from 
increasing the usefulness of the audit committee
charter and hiring the chief audit executive to
conducting an executive session and evaluating
independent auditors. It is available through the
AICPA Audit Committee Effectiveness Center at
www.aicpa.org/audcommctr/toolkitsnpo/
homepage.htm.
AICPA Toolkit The AICPA Audit Committee Toolkit:
(nonauthoritative) Government Organizations
This toolkit covers a variety of governance 
topics, including conducting an executive 
session, discussions to expect from the 
independent auditor, peer review of CPA firms,
evaluating independent auditors, fraud, and 
internal controls. It is available through the
AICPA Audit Committee Effectiveness Center 
at www.aicpa.org/audcommctr/toolkitsgovt/
homepage.htm.
Statutory Framework A Statutory Framework for Reporting Significant 
(May 2005) Deficiencies in Internal Control to Insurance
(nonauthoritative) Regulators
This Framework provides auditors of insurance
company financial statements with an overview
of recent regulatory developments that may affect
the engagements and audits they perform.
Items having particular significance to the insurance industry
are briefly explained here. The following summaries are for infor-
mational purposes only and should not be relied upon as a substi-
tute for a complete reading of the applicable guidance. To obtain
copies of AICPA standards and Guides, contact AICPA Service
Center Operations at (888) 777-7077 or go online at www.
cpa2biz.com.
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A Statutory Framework for Reporting Significant Deficiencies in
Internal Control to Insurance Regulators
The AICPA issued A Statutory Framework for Reporting Signifi-
cant Deficiencies in Internal Control to Insurance Regulators (Statu-
tory Framework), which outlines a suggested framework for
auditors to follow when reporting internal control deficiencies re-
lated to financial reporting identified during the course of an an-
nual audit of statutory financial statements. It should be read in
conjunction with Section 11 of the MAR, and AU section 325
(SAS No. 60.) This is not intended to suggest that insurers or
their auditors are required to apply the concept of PCAOB Au-
diting Standard No. 2 as reflected in A Framework for Evaluating
Control Exceptions and Deficiencies to insurance companies for
purposes of statutory reporting, but rather solely to provide guid-
ance to auditors on evaluating and reporting to regulators on de-
ficiencies that have been identified. This Statutory Framework
was developed by members of the AICPA NAIC/AICPA Task
Force and is intended to provide auditors of insurance company
financial statements with an overview of recent regulatory devel-
opments that may affect the engagements and audits they per-
form. For purposes other than satisfying Section 11 of the MAR,
the auditor also has to consider any additional reporting require-
ments of AU section 325 and AU section 380, Communication
With Audit Committees (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1).
Even when no reportable conditions are identified, six states20
have a requirement that a letter be filed stating no material weak-
nesses have been identified.
This publication is an Other Auditing Publication as defined in
AU section 150, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards (AICPA,
Professional Standards, vol. 1.) Other Auditing Publications have
no authoritative status; however, they may help the auditor un-
derstand and apply SASs. If an auditor applies the auditing guid-
ance included in an Other Auditing Publication, he or she should
be satisfied that, in his or her judgment, it is both appropriate
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and relevant to the circumstances of his or her audit. The audit-
ing guidance in this document has been reviewed by the AICPA
Audit and Attest Standards staff and published by the AICPA and
is presumed to be appropriate. This document has not been ap-
proved, disapproved, or otherwise acted on by a senior technical
committee of the AICPA.
The document is located on the AICPA Web site at: https://www.
aicpa.org/members/div/acctstd/expertpanel_insurance.asp (Ac-
counting Standards, Industry Expert Panels, Insurance Expert
Panel), and listed as the title of the document, A Statutory Frame-
work for Reporting Significant Deficiencies in Internal Control to
Insurance Regulators.
A link to the document can also be found under Audit and Attest
at https://www.aicpa.org/members/div/auditstd/index.htm, under
Publications of the Audit and Attest Standards Staff.
Amendment to Auditing Interpretation No. 12 of AU section 623,
Special Reports—Evaluation of the Appropriateness of Informative
Disclosures in Insurance Enterprises’ Financial Statements
Prepared on a Statutory Basis
In January 2005, the AICPA Audit Issues Task Force (AITF)
amended Interpretation No. 12, “Evaluation of the Appropriate-
ness of Informative Disclosures in Insurance Enterprises’ Finan-
cial Statements Prepared on a Statutory Basis”, of AU section
623, Special Reports (AICPA, Professional Standards, vol. 1). The
Interpretation clarifies paragraphs 9 and 10 of AU section 623,
which indicate that financial statements prepared on a compre-
hensive basis of accounting other than GAAP should include “all
informative disclosures that are appropriate for the basis of ac-
counting used.” That includes a summary of significant account-
ing policies that discusses the basis of presentation and describes
how that basis differs from GAAP.
The provisions of the NAIC Manual as well as the NAIC Emerg-
ing Accounting Issues Working Group Interpretation No. 04-1,
Applicability of New GAAP Disclosures Prior to NAIC Consideration,
state that GAAP pronouncements do not become part of SAP
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until and unless adopted by the NAIC. However, Interpretation
No. 12 clarifies that provisions of the Manual or any other ex-
plicit rejection of a GAAP disclosure do not negate the require-
ments of AU sec. 623.
Amendment to Auditing Interpretation No. 14 of AU section 623,
Special Reports—Evaluating the Adequacy of Disclosure and
Presentation in Financial Statements Prepared in Conformity With
an Other Comprehensive Basis of Accounting (OCBOA)
In January 2005, the AITF amended Interpretation 14 of AU
section 623, newly titled, Evaluating the Adequacy of Disclosure
and Presentation in Financial Statements Prepared in Conformity
With an Other Comprehensive Basis of Accounting. The interpreta-
tion replaces the phrase “cash, modified cash or tax basis of ac-
counting” with the terminology “other comprehensive basis of
accounting” (OCBOA), in both the title and the text of the inter-
pretation. The change clarifies the scope of the interpretation to
include all OCBOA engagements, including insurance company
regulatory engagements.
Auditing Interpretation No. 15 of AU section 623, Special
Reports—Auditor Reports on Regulatory Accounting or
Presentation When the Regulated Entity Distributes the Financial
Statements to Parties Other Than the Regulatory Agency Either
Voluntarily or Upon Specific Request
In January 2005, the AITF issued Interpretation No. 15, to pro-
vide clarity in regards to which report an auditor should issue in
certain reporting circumstances. When regulated entities such as
insurance companies (as well as certain state and local govern-
mental entities) prepare their financial statements in conformity
with the requirements of a governmental regulatory agency and
the report is intended for use by parties other than the regulatory
agency, the Interpretation specifies which report to use. Among
other matters, the Interpretation states that the auditor is pre-
cluded from using the form of the report set forth in AU section
623 “in circumstances in which the entity distributes the finan-
cial statements to parties other than the regulatory agency either
78
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voluntarily or upon specific request.” The auditor should follow
the guidance in AU section 544, Lack of Conformity With Gen-
erally Accepted Accounting Principles, if the financial state-
ments and report are intended for use by parties other than those
within the entity and one or more regulatory agencies to whose
jurisdiction the entity is subject. This Interpretation provides il-
lustrative language for an auditor’s report prepared on a regula-
tory basis of accounting prescribed by a regulatory agency, where
the financial statements are not prepared solely for filing with
that agency.
Recent AICPA Independence and Ethics Pronouncements
The AICPA Independence and Ethics Developments—2005/06
(product no. 022476) contains a complete update on new inde-
pendence and ethics pronouncements. This Alert can be obtained
by calling the AICPA at (888) 777-7077 or going online at www.
cpa2biz.com. Readers should obtain that Alert to be aware of in-
dependence and ethics matters that will affect their practice.
The AICPA general Audit Risk Alert—2005/06 and other AICPA
industry-specific Alerts contain summaries of recent pronounce-
ments not included here. To obtain copies of AICPA standards
and Guides, contact AICPA Service Center Operations at (888)
777-7077 or go online at www.cpa2biz.com.
Recent Accounting Pronouncements and 
Related Guidance
Presented below is a list of accounting pronouncements and
other guidance issued since the publication of last year’s Alert.
For information on accounting standards issued subsequent to
the writing of this Alert, please refer to the AICPA Web site at
www.aicpa.org and the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org. You may
also look for announcements of newly issued standards in the
CPA Letter and Journal of Accountancy.
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FASB Statement No. 152 Accounting for Real Estate Time-Sharing Transactions—
(December 2004) an amendment of FASB Statements No. 66 and 67
This Statement amends FASB Statement No. 66,
Accounting for Sales of Real Estate, to reference the 
financial accounting and reporting guidance for real
estate time-sharing transactions that is provided in
AICPA SOP 04-2, Accounting for Real Estate Time-
Sharing Transactions. This Statement also amends
FASB Statement No. 67, Accounting for Costs and
Initial Rental Operations of Real Estate Projects, to
state that the guidance for (1) incidental operations
and (2) costs incurred to sell real estate projects does
not apply to real estate time-sharing transactions.
The accounting for those operations and costs is
subject to the guidance in SOP 04-2.
FASB Statement No. 153 Exchanges of Nonmonetary Assets—an amendment of 
(December 2004) APB Opinion No. 29
This Statement amends APB Opinion No. 29, 
Accounting for Nonmonetary Transactions, to eliminate
the exception for nonmonetary exchanges of similar
productive assets, and replaces it with a general 
exception for exchanges of nonmonetary assets that
do not have commercial substance. A nonmonetary
exchange has commercial substance if the future
cash flows of the entity are expected to change 
significantly as a result of the exchange.
FASB Statement Share-Based Payment
No. 123(R) This Statement is a revision of FASB Statement
(December 2004) No. 123, Accounting for Stock-Based Compensation; it
supersedes APB Opinion No. 25, Accounting for
Stock Issued to Employees, and its related 
implementation guidance. This Statement focuses
primarily on accounting for transactions in which an
entity obtains employee services in share-based 
payment transactions. It establishes standards for the
accounting for transactions in which an entity 
exchanges its equity instruments for goods or 
services. It also addresses transactions in which an
entity incurs liabilities in exchange for goods or 
services that are based on the fair value of the entity’s
equity instruments or that may be settled by the 
issuance of those equity instruments.
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FASB Statement No. 154 Accounting Changes and Error Corrections—a 
(May 2005) replacement of APB Opinion No. 20 and FASB 
Statement No. 3
This Statement replaces APB Opinion No. 20, 
Accounting Changes, and FASB Statement No. 3, 
Reporting Accounting Changes in Interim Financial
Statements, and changes the requirements for the 
accounting for and reporting of a change in accounting
principle. This Statement applies to all voluntary
changes in accounting principle. It also applies to
changes required by an accounting pronouncement
in the unusual instance that the pronouncement
does not include specific transition provisions.
FASB Interpretation Accounting for Conditional Asset Retirement Obligations
No. 47 —an interpretation of FASB Statement No. 143
(March 2005) This Interpretation clarifies that conditional asset
retirement obligations describes a legal obligation to
perform an asset retirement activity in which the
timing and/or method of settlement are conditional
on a future event that may not be under the entity’s
control.
FASB EITF Issues Go to www.fasb.org/eitf/ for a complete list of 
(Various dates) EITF Issues.
FSP 97-1 Situations in Which Paragraphs 17(b) and 20 of FASB
Statement No. 97, Accounting and Reporting by 
Insurance Enterprises for Certain Long-Duration 
Contracts and for Realized Gains and Losses From the
Sale of Investments, Permit or Require Accrual of an
Unearned Revenue Liability
Other FASB Staff Positions Go to www.fasb.org/fasb_staff_positions/ for a 
(Various dates) complete list of FSPs. Some of the recently issued
FSPs address issues relating to FASB Statements 
No. 143 and No. 150, among others; and FASB 
Interpretation 46(R).
AICPA Statement of Accounting by Insurance Enterprises for Deferred 
Position 05-1 Acquisition Costs in Connection With Modifications 
or Exchange of Insurance Contracts
(continued)
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AICPA Technical Practice Accounting by Noninsurance Enterprises for Property 
Aid 1200.06-1200.15 and Casualty Insurance Arrangements That Limit 
(February 2005) Insurance Risk
(Nonauthoritative)
AICPA Technical Practice Accounting and Disclosure Guidance for Losses from 
Aid 5400.05 Natural Disasters—Nongovernmental Entities
(September 2005)
(Nonauthoritative)
AICPA Technical Practice Accounting and Disclosure Requirements for 
Aid 6930.09 Single-Employer Employee Benefit Plans Related to the
(August 2005) Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and 
(Nonauthoritative) Modernization Act of 2003
AICPA Technical Practice Accounting and Disclosure Requirements for 
Aid 6930.10 Multiemployer Employee Benefit Plans Related to the 
(August 2005) Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement and 
(Nonauthoritative) Modernization Act of 2003
Of the pronouncements and other guidance listed in the previous
table, those having particular significance to the insurance indus-
try are briefly explained here. The following summaries are for in-
formational purposes only and should not be relied upon as a
substitute for a complete reading of the applicable standard. The
AICPA general Audit Risk Alert—2005/06 and other AICPA
industry-specific Alerts also contain summaries of recent pro-
nouncements not discussed here.
To obtain copies of AICPA literature, contact the Service Center
Operations at (888) 777-7077, or go online at www.cpa2biz.com.
FSP 97-1, Situations in Which Paragraphs 17(b) and 20 of FASB
Statement No. 97, Accounting and Reporting by Insurance
Enterprises for Certain Long-Duration Contracts and for Realized
Gains and Losses From the Sale of Investments, Permit or Require
Accrual of an Unearned Revenue Liability
Effective for fiscal years beginning subsequent to June 18, 2004,
this FSP clarifies whether it is appropriate to recognize an un-
earned revenue liability to compensate the insurer for services to
be performed over future periods when future profits are expected
82
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to decline from the current level, or only when current profits are
expected to be followed by future losses. Diversity in practice be-
came evident as companies were implementing SOP 03-1.
FASB Statement No. 97 does not provide specific guidance on
how to determine the amount of the liability for unearned rev-
enue for situations not covered by SOP 03-1, and this FSP also
does not address that issue. The purpose of the FSP is merely to
address the practice question as to whether SOP 03-1 restricts the
application of the unearned revenue guidance of FASB Statement
No. 97 to situations in which profits are expected to be followed
by losses. It does not. See www.fasb.org.
SOP 05-1, Accounting by Insurance Enterprises for Deferred
Acquisition Costs in Connection With Modifications or Exchanges
of Insurance Contracts
Issued by AcSEC in September 2005, this SOP provides guid-
ance on accounting by insurance enterprises for deferred acquisi-
tion costs on internal replacements of insurance and investment
contracts other than those specifically described in FASB State-
ment No. 97:
• The SOP defines an internal replacement as a modification
in product benefits, features, rights, or coverages that occurs
by the exchange of a contract for a new contract, or by
amendment, endorsement, or rider to a contract, or by the
election of a feature or coverage within a contract. Modifi-
cations that result from the election by the contract holder
of a benefit, feature, right, or coverage that was within the
original contract are not internal replacements subject to
this guidance as long as all of the conditions listed in para-
graph 9 of the SOP are met.
• The SOP introduces the terms integrated and noninte-
grated contract features and specifies that nonintegrated
features do not change the base contract and are to be ac-
counted for in a manner similar to a separately issued con-
tract. Integrated features are evaluated in conjunction with
the base contract.
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• Contract modifications meeting all of the conditions in
paragraph 15 of the SOP result in a replacement contract
that is substantially unchanged from the replaced contract
and should be accounted for as a continuation of the re-
placed contract.
• An internal replacement that is determined to result in a
replacement contract that is substantially changed from
the replaced contract should be accounted for as an extin-
guishment of the replaced contract. Unamortized deferred
acquisition costs, unearned revenue liabilities, and deferred
sales inducement assets from the replaced contract in an
internal replacement transaction that results in a substan-
tially changed contract should not be deferred in connec-
tion with the replacement contract.
• Unamortized deferred acquisition costs and the present
value of future profits continue to be subject to premium
deficiency testing in accordance with the provisions of
FASB Statement No. 60, Accounting and Reporting by In-
surance Enterprises, as amended.
• The notes to the financial statements should describe the
accounting policy applied to internal replacements, in-
cluding whether or not the company has availed itself of
the alternative application guidance outlined in paragraphs
18 and 19 of the SOP and, if so, for which kinds of inter-
nal replacement transactions.
The SOP is effective for internal replacements occurring in fiscal
years beginning after December 15, 2006, with earlier adoption
encouraged. Retrospective application of the SOP to previously
issued financial statements is not permitted. Initial application of
this SOP should be as of the beginning of an entity’s fiscal year
(that is, if the SOP is adopted prior to the effective date, all prior
interim periods of the year of adoption should be restated). Addi-
tionally, disclosure of the effect of the change on retained earn-
ings as of the date of adoption is required. If the financial
statements of the year of adoption are presented separately or in-
cluded in comparative financial statements, the notes to the fi-
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nancial statements should disclose (1) the fact that this SOP has
been adopted and the effective date of adoption, and (2) the na-
ture of any differences in accounting principles or financial state-
ment presentation applicable to the financial statements
presented that resulted from adoption of the SOP.
Technical Practice Aid, Accounting by Noninsurance Enterprises
for Property and Casualty Insurance Arrangements That Limit
Insurance Risk
In February 2005, the AICPA released a set of technical questions
and answers (Q&As) related to accounting by noninsurance en-
terprises for property and casualty insurance arrangements. The
Q&As focus on certain aspects of finite insurance products that
are utilized by noninsurance enterprises. Due to the diverse na-
ture of contracts in the marketplace, the guidance in these Q&As
is designed to assist preparers and practitioners in identifying the
relevant literature to consider in addressing their specific facts
and circumstances.
On the Horizon
Auditors should keep abreast of auditing and accounting devel-
opments and upcoming guidance that may affect their engage-
ments. Presented below is brief information about some ongoing
projects that have particular significance to the insurance indus-
try or that may result in very significant changes. Remember that
exposure drafts are nonauthoritative and cannot be used as a basis
for changing GAAP or GAAS.
The following table lists the various standard-setting bodies’ Web
sites where information may be obtained on outstanding expo-
sure drafts, including downloading a copy of the exposure draft.
These Web sites contain much more in-depth information about
proposed standards and other projects in the pipeline. Many
more accounting and auditing projects exist beyond those dis-
cussed below. Readers should refer to information provided by
the various standard-setting bodies for further information.
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Standard-Setting Body Web Site
AICPA Auditing Standards Board www.aicpa.org/members/div/auditstd/
(ASB) drafts.htm
AICPA Accounting Standards www.aicpa.org/members/div/acctstd/
Executive Committee (AcSEC) edo/index.htm
AICPA Accounting and Review www.aicpa.org/members/div/auditstd/
Services Committee (ARSC) index.htm
Financial Accounting Standards www.fasb.org
Board (FASB)
Public Company Accounting www.pcaobus.org
Oversight Board (PCAOB)
Professional Ethics Executive www.aicpa.org/members/div/ethics/
Committee (PEEC) index.htm
Auditing Pipeline—Nonpublic
Note: This discussion of literature does not apply to audits of
public companies.
The AICPA’s ASB has approved (subject to final resolution) new
SASs. The ASB believes that the requirements and guidance pro-
vided in the proposed SASs, if adopted, would result in a sub-
stantial change in audit practice and in more effective audits. A
primary objective of the proposed SASs is to enhance auditors’
application of the audit risk model in practice by requiring:
• More in-depth understanding of the entity and its environ-
ment, including its internal control, to identify the risks of
material misstatement in the financial statements and what
the entity is doing to mitigate them.
• More rigorous assessment of the risks of material misstate-
ment of the financial statements based on that understanding.
• Improved linkage between the assessed risks and the nature,
timing, and extent of audit procedures performed in re-
sponse to those risks.
The new SASs include:
• Amendment to “Due Professional Care in the Performance of
Work” of Statement on Auditing Standards No. 1, Codification
of Auditing Standards and Procedures
86
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• Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards No. 95,
Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
• Audit Evidence
• Audit Risk and Materiality in Conducting an Audit
• Planning and Supervision
• Understanding the Entity and Its Environment and Assessing
the Risks of Material Misstatement
• Performing Audit Procedures in Response to Assessed Risks and
Evaluating the Audit Evidence Obtained
• Assessing Risks Along With Performing Audit Procedures in
Response to Assessed Risks and Evaluating the Audit Evidence
Obtained
• Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards No. 39,
Audit Sampling
Proposed SAS, Communication of Internal Control Related
Matters Noted in an Audit
This proposed SAS will supersede SAS No. 60, Communication of
Internal Control Related Matters Noted in an Audit (AICPA, Profes-
sional Standards, vol. 1, AU sec. 325), and significantly strengthen
the quality of auditor communications of such matters in audits of
nonpublic companies. Readers should be alert for the issuance of a
final standard in the first or second quarter of 2006.
Proposed Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements,
Reporting on an Entity’s Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
This proposed SSAE establishes standards and provides guidance
to the practitioner who is engaged to issue or does issue an exami-
nation report on the effectiveness of an entity’s internal control
over financial reporting as of a point in time (or on an assertion
thereon). Specifically, guidance is provided regarding the following:
• Conditions that must be met for a practitioner to accept
an engagement to examine the effectiveness of an entity’s
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internal control and the prohibition of acceptance of an
engagement to review such subject matter
• Engagements to examine the design and operating effec-
tiveness of an entity’s internal control
• Engagements to examine the design and operating effec-
tiveness of a portion of an entity’s internal control (for ex-
ample, internal control over financial reporting of an
entity’s operating division or its accounts receivable)
• Engagements to examine only the suitability of design of
an entity’s internal control (no assertion is made about the
operating effectiveness of internal control)
• Engagements to examine the design and operating effec-
tiveness of an entity’s internal control based on criteria es-
tablished by a regulatory agency
Readers should be alert for the issuance of a final standard in the
summer of 2006.
Amendment to SAS No. 69, The Meaning of Present Fairly in
Conformity With Generally Accepted Accounting Principles, for
Nongovernmental Entities
The ASB has issued an exposure draft introducing a proposed
SAS entitled Amendment to Statement on Auditing Standards
No. 69, The Meaning of Present Fairly in Conformity With Gener-
ally Accepted Accounting Principles, for Nongovernmental Entities.
This proposed SAS, which applies only to nongovernmental enti-
ties, has been issued in response to the FASB’s proposed State-
ment of Financial Accounting Standards entitled The Hierarchy of
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles. The FASB proposal
moves responsibility for the GAAP hierarchy for nongovernmen-
tal entities from the auditing literature (SAS No. 69) to the ac-
counting literature. The proposed SAS deletes the GAAP
hierarchy for nongovernmental entities from SAS No. 69. The
ASB decided to coordinate the provisions and effective date of
this exposure draft with the FASB proposed statement, which can
be obtained at www.fasb.org.
88
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Auditing Pipeline—Public
As pending projects have been submitted by the PCAOB to the
SEC for approval, information is listed under the section of this
Alert entitled “Recent Auditing and Attestation Pronouncements.”
Accounting Pipeline—FASB Business Combination 
Projects—Insurance Overview
On June 30, 2005, the FASB (jointly with the International Ac-
counting Standards Board) issued for comment two exposure
draft proposed Statements of Financial Accounting Standards,
Business Combinations—a Replacement of FASB Statement No.
141, and Consolidated Financial Statements, Including Accounting
and Reporting of Noncontrolling Interests in Subsidiaries—a replace-
ment of ARB No. 51. The proposed standards would replace FASB
Statement No. 141 and Accounting Research Bulletin (ARB) 51,
Consolidated Financial Statements. The FASB target date for issu-
ing the final is the third quarter of 2006. The planned proposed
effective date for the Business Combinations Standard is for busi-
ness combinations with an acquisition date on or after the begin-
ning of the first annual period beginning on or after December
15, 2006. Special transition rules have been proposed for entities,
such as mutual entities, that have not applied FASB Statements
No. 141 and No. 147, and have had one or more business com-
binations that were accounted for using the purchase method.
In these proposed Statements, the FASB plans to revise the exist-
ing guidance on the application of the purchase method. The fol-
lowing are among the main proposals:
1. That all acquisitions of businesses be measured at the fair
value of the business acquired.
2. That substantially all the assets acquired and liabilities as-
sumed of the acquired business be recognized and mea-
sured at their fair values at the acquisition date.
3. That entities that follow U.S. GAAP and international
standards apply substantially the same accounting require-
ments for their business combinations.
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Short-Duration Contracts. The Business Combinations Expo-
sure Draft states that short-duration insurance contract claim lia-
bilities assumed in a business combination should be measured at
fair value at the date of acquisition. Paragraph A49 of the Busi-
ness Combinations Exposure Draft states:
FASB Statement No. 60, as amended by paragraph D13 of this
Statement, requires an expanded presentation that splits the
fair value of acquired insurance contracts into two compo-
nents:
1. A liability measured in accordance with the insurer’s ac-
counting policies for short-duration insurance contracts
that it issues.
2. An intangible asset, representing the fair value of the
contractual rights and obligations acquired, to the extent
that the liability does not reflect that fair value. This in-
tangible asset is excluded from the scope of Statement
142 and Statement 144. After the business combination,
AC (the acquirer) is required to measure that intangible
asset on a basis consistent with the measurement of the
related insurance liability.
The Business Combinations Exposure Draft also provides guid-
ance for Day 2 accounting in paragraph 36:
After initial recognition, contingencies shall be accounted for
as follows:
1. A contingency that would be accounted for in accor-
dance with FASB Statement No. 5 if it were acquired or
incurred in an event other than a business combination
shall continue to be measured at fair value with any
changes in fair value recognized in income in each re-
porting period.
2. All other contingencies shall be accounted for in accor-
dance with generally accepted accounting principles. For
example:
a. A contingency that is a financial instrument shall be
accounted for in accordance with applicable financial
instrument guidance.
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b. A contingency that is an asset or liability arising from
an insurance contract shall be accounted for in accor-
dance with FASB Statement No. 60, as amended (in-
cluding the intangible asset, if any, recognized for the
difference between the amounts recognized on the
acquisition date at fair value and the amounts that
would be recognized in accordance with FASB State-
ment No. 60).
Questions have been submitted to the FASB asking which con-
tracts, in whole or in part, should be considered contingent lia-
bilities and accounted for under paragraph 36 of the Business
Combinations Exposure Draft.
Scope
It should be noted that the Business Combination Exposure
Draft has included in its scope, business combinations involving
only mutual entities, whereas FASB Statement No. 141 had de-
cided to wait for additional interpretive guidance before applica-
tion was required for combinations between two or more mutual
enterprises. The FASB has effectively stated that all business com-
binations, including mergers of mutual entities, should be ac-
counted for as acquisitions. Paragraph 53 of the Business
Combinations Exposure Draft states:
In a business combination involving only mutual entities in
which the only consideration exchanged is the member interests
of the acquiree for the member interests of the acquirer (or the
member interests of the newly combined entity), the amount
equal to the fair value of the acquiree shall be recognized as a di-
rect addition to capital or equity, not retained earnings.
The Business Combinations Exposure Draft also expands the de-
finition of a business combination from FASB Statement No.
141, and defines a business combination as “a transaction or
other event in which an acquirer obtains control of one or more
businesses.” Questions have been submitted to the FASB request-
ing clarification on how loss portfolio transfers (with or without
novation) or other transfers by contract would fit into the pro-
posed definition of a business combination and accounted for.
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Accounting Pipeline—FASB Risk Transfer Project
The New York Attorney General’s office, the SEC, several state
insurance departments, and other governmental and regulatory
bodies are currently investigating the use of certain insurance in-
dustry contracts and whether companies have properly accounted
for them. Paragraph 44 of FASB Statement No. 5, Accounting for
Contingencies, requires that all insurance and reinsurance con-
tracts indemnify the insured against loss or liability. FASB State-
ment No. 113, provides further guidance for determining the
transfer for significant insurance risk for reinsurance arrangements.
The FASB has a risk transfer project on the agenda to clarify what
constitutes transfer of significant insurance risk in insurance and
reinsurance contracts by defining insurance contracts and codifying
related guidance in current FASB and AICPA literature. The project
will also explore simple approaches to the bifurcation of insurance
contracts that include both insurance and financing elements. Prac-
titioners should remain alert to developments in this area.
Accounting Pipeline—Proposed FASB Staff Position No. TB 85-4,
Accounting for Life Settlement Contracts by Investors
Living benefit contracts allow contract holders who have whole
life, term life, as well as universal life contracts and who can show
proof of a terminal illness or deterioration in health condition, to
collect portions of the face amount of their life insurance contract
while they are still living, in a brokered market for such contracts.
The rationale behind such products is that contract holders
should be able to use the benefits promised by the contract before
death. The payments made before death on these contracts are
called viatical settlements or life settlements. The FASB has a pro-
ject on its agenda to provide accounting guidance for investments
in life settlements between the owner of a life insurance contract
(the insured) and a third party (life settlement provider), where
the latter does not have an insurable interest in the life of the in-
sured and intends to continue paying the premiums. The
planned project scope would include brokered settlement trans-
actions whereby a broker facilitates settlement transactions be-
tween insureds and life settlement providers.
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Accounting Pipeline—FASB EITF Issue No. 06-A, Accounting for
the Deferred Compensation and Postretirement Benefit Aspects of
Split-Dollar Life Insurance Arrangements
Companies purchase life insurance for various reasons that may
include protecting against the loss of “key” employees, funding
deferred compensation and postretirement benefit obligations,
and providing an investment return. Split-dollar life insurance is
an arrangement in which the employer and an employee split the
premiums and share the cash surrender value and/or death bene-
fits of the insurance policy. There currently appears to be diversity
in practice in accounting for certain aspects of split-dollar life in-
surance arrangements as a number of questions have been raised.
Questions about the accounting for split-dollar life insurance
arrangements relate to both asset and liability recognition. At its
October 19, 2005, meeting, the Board asked the FASB staff to
develop a formal agenda request on issues related to asset recogni-
tion and measurement under the guidance in FASB Technical
Bulletin No. 85-4, Accounting for Purchases of Life Insurance. The
FASB staff is expected to request, in early 2006, that the Board
add a project to the FASB’s agenda.
Accounting Pipeline—Other Projects
Proposed FASB Statement, The Hierarchy of Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles
This proposed Statement would identify the sources of account-
ing principles and the framework for selecting the principles to be
used in the preparation of financial statements of nongovernmen-
tal companies that are presented in conformity with U.S. GAAP
(or the GAAP hierarchy). The GAAP hierarchy is currently pre-
sented in AICPA SAS No. 69. However, the FASB believes that
the GAAP hierarchy should be directed specifically to companies
because it is the company, not the auditor, who is responsible for
selecting its accounting principles for financial statements. Ac-
cordingly, the FASB concluded that the GAAP hierarchy should
reside in the accounting literature established by the FASB. The
FASB decided to carry forward the GAAP hierarchy as set forth
in SAS No. 69, subject to certain modifications. The proposed
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Statement would be effective for fiscal periods beginning after
September 15, 2005. Readers should be alert for the issuance of a
final Statement, which is expected in the fourth quarter of 2005.
Proposed FASB Statements, Accounting for Transfers of
Financial Assets, Accounting for Servicing of Financial Assets,
and Accounting for Certain Hybrid Financial Instruments
The exposure draft Accounting for Transfers of Financial Assets is a
revision of a June 2003 exposure draft, Qualifying Special-Purpose
Entities and Isolation of Transferred Assets, and would amend FASB
Statement No. 140, Accounting for Transfers and Servicing of Fi-
nancial Assets and Extinguishments of Liabilities. The proposed
Statement seeks to (1) clearly specify the circumstances that re-
quire the use of a qualifying SPE in order to derecognize all or a
portion of financial assets, (2) provide additional guidance on
permitted activities of qualifying SPEs, (3) eliminate the prohibi-
tion on a qualifying SPE’s ability to hold passive derivative finan-
cial instruments that pertain to beneficial interests held by a
transferor, and (4) revise the initial measurement of interests re-
lated to transferred financial assets held by a transferor. The effec-
tive dates associated with this proposed Statement vary; refer to
the exposure draft for further information.
The exposure draft Accounting for Servicing of Financial Assets
would also amend FASB Statement No. 140. The proposed
Statement would (1) require all separately recognized servicing
rights to be initially measured at fair value, if practicable, (2) per-
mit an entity to choose between two measurement methods for
each class of separately recognized servicing assets and liabilities,
and (3) require additional disclosures for all separately recognized
servicing rights. The proposed Statement would be effective for
transactions occurring in the earlier of the first fiscal year begin-
ning after December 15, 2005, or fiscal years that begin during
the fiscal quarter in which the Statement is issued.
The proposed Statement, Accounting for Certain Hybrid Financial
Instruments, would amend FASB Statements No. 140 and No.
133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging Activities.
Specifically, the proposed Statement would (1) permit fair value
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remeasurement for any hybrid financial instrument that contains
an embedded derivative that otherwise would require bifurcation,
(2) clarify which interest-only strips and principal-only strips are
not subject to the requirements of FASB Statement No. 133, (3)
establish a requirement to evaluate beneficial interests in securi-
tized financial assets to identify interests that are freestanding de-
rivatives or that are hybrid financial instruments that contain an
embedded derivative requiring bifurcation, (4) clarify that con-
centrations of credit risk in the form of subordination are not
embedded derivatives, and (5) eliminate restrictions on a qualify-
ing SPE’s ability to hold passive derivative financial instruments
that pertain to beneficial interests that are themselves or that con-
tain a derivative financial instrument. The proposed Statement
would be effective after the earlier of fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2005, or fiscal years that begin during the fiscal
quarter in which the Statement is issued.
Readers should be alert for the issuance of final Statements,
which is expected in the first quarter of 2006. See the FASB Web
site at www.fasb.org for complete information.
Proposed FASB Interpretation Accounting for Uncertain 
Tax Positions
In July 2005, the FASB published an exposure draft of a pro-
posed Interpretation, Accounting for Uncertain Tax Positions,
which seeks to reduce the significant diversity in practice associ-
ated with recognition and measurement in the accounting for in-
come taxes. It would apply to all tax positions accounted for in
accordance with FASB Statement No. 109, Accounting for Income
Taxes. Specifically, the exposure draft requires that a tax position
meet a “probable recognition threshold” for the benefit of the un-
certain tax position to be recognized in the financial statements.
This threshold is to be met assuming that the tax authorities will
examine the uncertain tax position. The exposure draft also con-
tains guidance with respect to the measurement of the benefit
that is recognized for an uncertain tax position, when that benefit
should be derecognized, and other matters. The effective date of
the proposed Interpretation would be as of the end of the first
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fiscal year ending after December 15, 2005. A final Interpreta-
tion is expected to be released in the fourth quarter of 2005.
Proposed FASB Statement, Fair Value Measurements
In June 2004, the FASB published an exposure draft of a pro-
posed Statement, Fair Value Measurements, which seeks to estab-
lish a framework for measuring fair value that would apply
broadly to financial and nonfinancial assets and liabilities, im-
proving the consistency, comparability, and reliability of the mea-
surements. The fair value framework would clarify the fair value
measurement objective and its application under authoritative
pronouncements that require fair value measurements. The expo-
sure draft would replace any current guidance for measuring fair
value in those pronouncements and would expand current disclo-
sures. Readers should be alert for the issuance of a final State-
ment, which is expected in the first quarter of 2006. Refer to the
FASB Web site at www.fasb.org for complete information.
Proposed FASB EITF Issues
Numerous open issues are under deliberation by the EITF. Readers
should visit the FASB Web site at www.fasb.org/eitf/agenda.shtml
for complete information.
Proposed FASB Staff Positions
A number of proposed FASB Staff Positions are in progress ad-
dressing issues. Readers should visit the FASB Web site at www.
fasb.org/fasb_staff_positions/proposed_fsp.shtml for complete
information.
Resource Central
Presented below are various resources that practitioners engaged
in the insurance industry may find beneficial.
On the Bookshelf
The following publications deliver valuable guidance and practical
assistance as potent tools to be used on your engagements:
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• Audit and Accounting Guide Life and Health Insurance
Entities (product no. 012635kk)
• Audit and Accounting Guide Property and Liability Insur-
ance Companies (product no. 012675kk)
• Audit Guide Auditing Derivative Instruments, Hedging
Activities, and Investments in Securities (product no.
012523kk)
• Audit Guide Auditing Revenue in Certain Industries (product
no. 012515kk)
• Audit Guide Audit Sampling (product no. 012530kk)
• Audit Guide Analytical Procedures (product no. 012555kk)
• AICPA Audit and Accounting Practice Aid Illustrative Dis-
closures on Derivative Loan Commitments (product no.
006642kk)
• Checklists and Illustrative Financial Statements Life and
Health Insurance Entities (product no. 008955kk)
• Checklists and Illustrative Financial Statements Property &
Liability Insurance Companies (product no. 008965kk)
• Practice Aid Auditing Estimates and Other Soft Accounting
Information (product no. 010010kk)
• Practice Aid Fraud Detection in a GAAS Audit: Revised
Edition (product no. 006615kk)
• Practice Aid Preparing and Reporting on Cash- and Tax-
Basis Financial Statements (product no. 006701kk)
• Accounting Trends & Techniques—2005 (product no.
009897kk)
• Audit and Accounting Manual (product no. 005135) (The
manual is a valuable nonauthoritative practice tool de-
signed to provide assistance for audit, review, and compila-
tion engagements. It contains numerous practice aids,
samples, and illustrations, including audit programs, audi-
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tor’s reports, checklists, and engagement letters; manage-
ment representation letters; and confirmation letters.)
AICPA reSOURCE On-line
Get access—anytime, anywhere—to the AICPA’s latest Profes-
sional Standards, Technical Practice Aids, Audit and Accounting
Guides, Audit Risk Alerts, and Accounting Trends & Techniques. To
subscribe to this essential service, go to www.cpa2biz.com.
CD-ROMS
The AICPA is currently offering a CD-ROM product entitled
reSOURCE: AICPA’s Accounting and Auditing Literature. This
CD-ROM enables subscription access to the following AICPA
Professional Literature products in a Windows format, namely,
Professional Standards, Technical Practice Aids, and Audit and
Accounting Guides (available for purchase as a set that includes all
Guides and the related Audit Risk Alerts, or as individual publica-
tions). This dynamic product allows you to purchase the specific
titles you need and includes hypertext links to references within
and between all products.
Continuing Professional Education
The AICPA has developed a number of continuing professional
education (CPE) courses that are valuable to CPAs working in
the insurance industry. Those courses include:
• AICPA’s Annual Accounting and Auditing Workshop (prod-
uct no. 736181kk [text] and 187189 [DVD] or 187089
[Video]). Whether you are in industry or public practice, this
course keeps you current, informed, and shows you how to
apply the most recent standards.
• SEC Reporting (product no. 736772kk [text] and 186753kk
[DVD] and 186752 [video]). This course will help the
practicing CPA and corporate financial officer learn to
apply SEC reporting requirements. It clarifies the more
important and difficult disclosure requirements.
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Online CPE
AICPA InfoBytes (product no. BYTXXkk), offered exclusively
through CPA2biz.com, is the AICPA’s flagship online learning
product. AICPA InfoBytes offers a free trial subscription to the en-
tire product for up to 30 days. AICPA members pay $127 ($314
nonmembers) for a new subscription and $119 ($319 nonmem-
bers) for the annual renewal. Divided into one- and two-credit
courses that are available 24/7, AICPA InfoBytes offers hundreds
of hours of learning in a wide variety of topics. To register or learn
more, visit www.cpa2biz.com/infobytes.
AICPA Online and CPA2Biz
AICPA Online offers CPAs the unique opportunity to stay
abreast of matters relevant to the CPA profession. AICPA Online
informs you of developments in the accounting and auditing
world as well as developments in congressional and political af-
fairs affecting CPAs. In addition, CPA2biz.com offers all the lat-
est AICPA products, including the Audit Risk Alerts, Audit and
Accounting Guides, Professional Standards, and CPE courses. To
learn more, visit www.aicpa.org.
AICPA Service Center Operations
To order AICPA products, receive information about AICPA ac-
tivities, and find help on your membership questions, call the
AICPA Service Center Operations at (888) 777-7077. The best
times to call are 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.,
Eastern Standard Time. You can also order AICPA products from
Service Center Operations by facsimile at (800) 362-5066 or visit
www.cpa2biz.com to obtain product information and place on-
line orders.
AICPA’s Antifraud and Corporate Responsibility Resource Center
The AICPA’s Antifraud and Corporate Responsibility Resource
Center (www.aicpa.org/antifraud/) allows you to select optional
ways to learn about fraud. The Center spotlights Web-based fraud
and ethics case studies and commentaries; the AICPA antifraud
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Webcast series; the interactive CPA course Fraud and the CPA,
and a competency model that allows you to assess your overall
skills and proficiencies as they relate to fraud prevention, detec-
tion, and investigation, among other topics. In addition, the site
offers press releases and newsworthy items on other AICPA
courses related to prevention and detection and an overview of
the AICPA Antifraud and Corporate Responsibility Program.
Hotlines
Accounting and Auditing Technical Hotline
The AICPA Technical Hotline answers members’ inquiries about
accounting, auditing, attestation, compilation, and review ser-
vices. Call (888) 777-7077.
The AICPA Sarbanes-Oxley Act Hotline
If you have questions regarding Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, call
(866) 265-1977.
Ethics Hotline
Members of the AICPA’s Professional Ethics Team answer in-
quiries concerning independence and other behavioral issues re-
lated to the application of the AICPA Code of Professional
Conduct. Call (888) 777-7077.
Fax Hotline
The AICPA has a 24-hour fax system that enables interested per-
sons to obtain information that includes, for example, current
AICPA comment letters, conference brochures and registration
forms, CPE information, AcSEC actions, and legislative news. To
access the hotline, dial (201) 938-3787 from a fax machine and
follow the voice cues.
Webcasts
When planning your engagements, you can join the many practi-
tioners who have participated in AICPA webcasts. Webcasts are
an exceptional way to stay current on today’s professional issues.
Led by recognized experts, webcasts provide complete briefings
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on a variety of pertinent practice topics. During a two-hour live
webcast, participants have the opportunity to e-mail and ask
questions of expert panelists.
Additionally, past archived Webcasts are available in CD format and
can be accessed at https://www.cpa2biz.com/CS2000/Products/
Product+Detail.htm?cs_id={97573D6D-56D1-426C-84
E1-56DBF55E42DE}&cs_catalog=CPA2Biz&cs_category=
accounting _auditing. CPE credit is earned for both live and CD
version participation.
Additional Information Sources
Further information on matters addressed in this Audit Risk
Alert is available through various publications and services of-
fered by a number of organizations. Some of those organizations
are listed at the end of this Alert.
This Audit Risk Alert replaces the Insurance Industry Developments—
2004/2005. The Insurance Industry Developments Alert is pub-
lished annually. As you encounter audit or industry issues that
you believe warrant discussion in next year’s Alert, please feel free
to share them with us. Any other comments that you have about
the Alert would also be appreciated. You may e-mail these com-
ments to jgould@aicpa.org, or write to:
Julie Gould, CPA
AICPA
Harborside Financial Center
201 Plaza Three
Jersey City, NJ 07311-3881
This Alert is intended to be used in conjunction with the AICPA
General Audit Risk Alert—2005/06. We also suggest that you re-
view the annual AICPA Audit Risk Alerts Securities Industry
Developments—2005/06, Bank, Credit Union, and Other Deposi-
tory and Lending Institution Industry Developments—2005/06,
Investment Companies Industry Developments—2005/06, and the
SEC and PCAOB Alert—2005/06, if you have clients or business
lines that encompass related activities.
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INFORMATION SOURCES
Organization General Information Fax Services Internet
American Institute Order Department 24-Hour Fax www.aicpa.org
of Certified Public Harborside Financial Hotline www.cpa2biz.
Accountants Center, 201 Plaza Three (201) 938-3787 com
(AICPA) Jersey City, NJ 
07311-3881
(888) 777-7077
Financial Order Department www.fasb.org
Accounting P.O. Box 5116
Standards Board Norwalk, CT
(FASB) 06856-5116
(203) 847-0700, 
ext. 10
Financial Crimes 2070 Chain Bridge Road (703) 905-3885 www.ustreas.
Enforcement Vienna, VA 22182 gov/fincen
Network (703) 905-3770
(FinCEN)
National Association Executive Headquarters (816) 783-8175 www.naic.org
of Insurance 2301 McGee Street
Commissioners Suite 800
(NAIC) Kansas City, MO 
64108-2662
816-842-3600
Securities Valuation (212) 382-4207
Office
48 Wall Street, 6th Fl
New York, NY 
10005-2906
212-398-9000
Government Relations (202) 624-8579
Office
444 North Capitol Street
NW, Suite 701
Washington, DC 20001
202-624-7790
Public Company 1666 K Street N.W. Fax www.pcaobus.
Accounting Washington, DC 20006 (202) 862-8430 org
Oversight Board (202) 207-9100
(PCAOB)
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Organization General Information Fax Services Internet
U.S. Government Superintendent of Information Line www.gpo.gov
Accountability Documents (202) 512-2250
Office (GAO, U.S. Government
formerly U.S. Printing Office
General Accounting Washington, DC
Office) 20401-0001
(202) 512-1800
U.S. Securities Publications Unit Information Line www.sec.gov
and Exchange 100 F Street (202) 942-8088
Commission (SEC) Washington, DC 20549 (202) 551-6020 (tty)
(202) 942-4046
SEC Public Reference 
Room
(202) 551-6551
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AICPA Member and 
Public Information:
www.aicpa.org
AICPA Online Store:
www.cpa2biz.com
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